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On a Green Note: This issue of Suffolk Arts+Sciences marks an important new 
direction for the production of the magazine. We spent our first year developing an 
award-winning publication; the second year was time to think about sustainability, 
and focus as much on the materials and printing of the magazine as we did on the 
pages inside. We selected a Forest Stewardship Council (FSC)-certified printer, Royle 
Printing in Sun Prairie, Wisconsin, committed to conservation-minded operating 
practices that make it a good steward to the environment. FSC certification, “the 
mark of responsible forestry,” extends to paper choices as well, and this issue is 
printed on recycled FSC-certified Sappi Opus Dull, with 30% post consumer waste. 
In addition, we continue to offer a paper-less digital edition of the magazine online. 
We’re a few steps further along in our mission to be more environmentally respon-
sible, and we’ll keep on walking.
Suffolk Arts+Sciences magazine is produced and published annually by Suffolk 
University College of Arts and Sciences. The magazine is distributed free of charge 
to alumni, students, friends, parents, faculty and staff. The views expressed in this 
magazine do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the editors or the official poli-
cies of the College of Arts and Sciences or the University. © Copyright 2008/2009 
Suffolk University. All rights reserved.
Contact us: We welcome your correspondence. Please send submissions or  
queries to casnews@suffolk.edu, or by regular mail to Editor, Suffolk Arts+Sciences 
Magazine • Suffolk University • College of Arts & Sciences • 41 Temple Street • 
Boston, MA 02114 • phone: 617.305.6374 • fax: 617.573.8513




A l U M n i  M A g A Z i n e // 2 0 0 8 / 2 0 0 9
“Tomesuccessmeanseffectivenessin the world, 
that I am able to carry my ideas and values into the world 
– that I am able to change it in positive ways”
 MaxineHongKingsTon,Novelist, poet & scholar, 
College of Arts & Sciences Distinguished Visiting Scholar ‘07, ‘08, 
and recipient of an Honorary Doctorate from Suffolk in 2008
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Like Suffolk history professor Bob Bellinger did for him, Greg hazelwood ‘98 leaves a 
lasting impression on African American history students at Brockton high School
26 PerfecT forM The coAch & SuffoLk uTEXT//DAN MoRReLL
“coach” Jim nelson thrives on helping people; on the court or in the classroom, 
he’s in your corner
32 Journey.  LeArninG Beyond The cLASSroom in eL SALvAdorTEXT//ThoMAS GeARTY
A dozen students spend S.o.u.L.S. Alternative Winter Break digging ditches, 
raising walls, and building bridges to the past and future in central America
38 infiniTy A PLAy ABouT PercePTionTEXT//SheRRI MILeS
Writer rachel kelsey ‘08 and director Purnima Baldwin ‘08 had one more pro-
duction to do before graduating–a story about the seen but unseen, the known 
but unknown–a play about the homeless of Boston common
30 CONTENTS
NO. 2//vOL. 2
Above: Always on the scene sporting a warm glow of Ram pride, Coach Jim Nelson 
shows up to support the school’s many NCAA Division III match-ups. Inheriting varsity 
teams in only six sports in 1977, Nelson added hockey, men’s and women’s soccer, 
men’s and women’s cross country, and women’s softball and volleyball teams.
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Above: San Salvador, El Salvador, one 
stop along the way for Alternative Winter 
Break students following in the footsteps 
of former congressman and alumnus 
Joe Moakley ‘56.
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WE publiShEd ThE firST iSSuE of 
Suffolk Arts + Sciences last year with the 
word “encore!” splashed across the cover, 
in reference to the lead story on Suffolk’s c. 
Walsh Theatre. We did not quite expect the 
applause that followed: words of appreciation 
from across the Suffolk community—“Bravo!” 
“knockout!” “congratulations on an outstand-
ing publication!”—plus five national awards. 
What means most to us, however, are the 
kudos and suggestions from our alumni, who 
responded with enthusiasm. 
This fall we bring you the second issue 
of Suffolk Arts + Sciences. The “Journey” of 
the cover story refers literally to the Alternative 
Winter Break trip to el Salvador undertaken by 
a dozen Suffolk students and staff members, 
under the leadership of history professor chris 
rodriguez. in addition to completing the con-
struction of an outdoor arena for community 
gatherings in the small town of el Sitio, the 
Suffolk delegation commemorated the work 
of the late massachusetts congressman and 
Suffolk university alumnus Joe moakley Jd’56, 
whose efforts helped to facilitate an end to the 
civil war that wracked the Salvadoran nation 
from 1980-1992. 
As maxine hong kingston, the renowned 
author, repeat visitor to the college, and 2008 
recipient of an honorary doctorate from Suf-
folk university, has remarked, “success means 
effectiveness in the world, that i am able to 
carry my ideas and values into the world—that 
i am able to change it in positive ways.” This is 
precisely what the volunteers on the trip to el 
Salvador did:  they harnessed their classroom 
learning to their passion for social change and, 
continuing the legacy of Joe moakley, shared 
the “success” of their Suffolk education. 
This issue of Suffolk Arts + Sciences 
pulses with the “journeys,” the success stories, 
of our alumni, faculty, and students: Gregory 
hazelwood BA’98 teaches African American 
history at Brockton high School, where his 
mentorship truly matters; coach Jim nelson 
models self-respect and decorum as surely 
as he demonstrates a sweeping hook shot; 
and recent theatre graduates rachel kelsey 
and Purnima Baldwin make a bold and impor-
tant statement about homelessness in Boston 
with their play, Infinity. The “Standout Talent” 
section this year features seven students who 
have taken the injunction to “learn beyond the 
classroom”—a value literally embedded in our 
new curriculum through the expanded class-
room requirement—seriously as they spread 
across campus and into their communities, 
applying what they have learned in our class-
rooms to the world as they find it. 
As you will see in these pages, and as i 
have witnessed throughout my 30-year career 
at Suffolk university, some of the most pre-
cious rewards of a Suffolk Arts and Sciences 
education take form in civic engagement, in 
serving others and making a positive change 
in the world. Let us bring you down a few of 
the paths, passages, and byways explored by 
members of our community over the years as 
they have journeyed toward “effectiveness in 
the world,” as they have taken their education 
and built “success.” 
And let us know how your Suffolk educa-
tion has shaped your years since graduation. 
how have you brought the ideas and values 
that took form during your time on campus 
out into the world? 
 i hope that your journey allows you to 
stop by campus this year to experience the 
college in full swing. Believe me, you will leave 
invigorated. 
Kenneth S. Greenberg
Dean, College of Arts and Sciences
from 41 temple//THEDEAN’SLETTER
IMAGE//KindrA CLineFF
a letter from the dean
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students today//INTHECOMMUNITY TExT//PATTY BArreTT ‘08 IMAGES//KindrA CLineFF
A SPRING DAY WITH SENIORS
Early rising students spent their morning preparing spring baskets with flower seeds, plant pots 
and fun trinkets for the elderly residents of the Action for Boston Community Development, Inc. 
(ABCD), a neighborhood center that provides housing for low-income seniors. Another group 
of students delivered the baskets and hand-made cards to ABCD at the “Villa Michelangelo” 
in Boston’s North End, staying to chat and share stories with the residents.
FIGHTING HUNGER WITH “BEST BUDDIES”
Suffolk students grabbed their Best Buddies and visited the Greater Boston 
Food Bank (GBFB) in South Boston. The Best Buddies program provides 
one-to-one friendship opportunities for people with intellectual disabilities. 
Students and their buddies spent their day in the GBFB warehouse taking in 
shipments and preparing food to be sent throughout New England.
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SPRING clEANING ON THE ESPlANADE
Down by the banks of the River Charles, Suffolk University 
students got their hands dirty in an effort to clean up the 
Esplanade in time for spring. Their time was spent raking 
leaves, cleaning up trash, and beautifying one of Boston’s 
most famous locations. 
DESIGN FOR THE ENvIRONmENT
New England School of Art & Design students in Professor Karen Clarke’s Sustainable Design for 
Interiors course hosted “Design for the Environment,” a green/sustainable design trade show 
in the atrium of 10 St. James Avenue. The trade show educated visitors about green design—
maximizing the efficiency of energy and water systems, using recycled materials in construction, 
and minimizing the environmental impact of construction and operation. (see story pg. 10)
www.suffolk.edu  SUFFOLKARTS+SCIENCES//2008/2009 [05]
TExT//VAriOUS IMAGES//KindrA CLineFFthe faculty//INNOVATION&EXCELLENCE
fuTurE friENdly furNiTurE. Self-generating 
hydropower faucets. recycled rubber flooring. no paint 
polymer siding. cardboard fiber countertops.
These and other innovations were on display at a 
green/sustainable design trade show hosted by Pro-
fessor karen clarke’s Sustainable design for interi-
ors class last spring. Students discussed product life 
cycles, chemical composition, and the environmental 
impacts of materials as they examined carpet recreated 
from “mining office buildings instead of the earth,” and 
fabrics made from crushed water bottles broken down 
to polymers, melted, spun, dyed, and then woven into 
new textiles.
The trade show, “design for the environment,” pro-
vided real-world examples of a growing market dedicated 
to green building. “This is out there now,” says clarke. 
“Students want to be green designers, and it’s important 
because that is what the industry is demanding.”
The July/August issue of New England Home notes, 
“interior designer karen clarke co-chairs one of the 
best-kept secrets in the country: the interior design pro-
gram at new england School of Art & design at Suffolk 
university.” But it’s no secret that clarke has long been 
an advocate for sustainability. “She has really taken 
green issues on, not only on behalf of our students but 
also the university. it was she who pushed for univer-
sity-wide recycling, for example,” says Sara chadwick, 
director of administrative services at neSAdSu.
clarke guides students through the industry stan-
dard for sustainable building: the Leadership in energy 
and environmental design (Leed) Green Building rat-
ing System, set by the uS Green Building council. her 
goal is to prepare students to take the Leed exam 
and become accredited professionals. “Architecture is 
changing, and we have to be respectful of the environ-
ment and incorporate design that takes into account the 
future now,” she says. “There are requests for sustain-
ability and builders who want to go for Leed certifica-
tion. clients need people who specialize in this area.”
“in the next 10 years, every project, every product 
will have some sort of green aspect to it,” says clarke. 
“As interior designers, we shape and design buildings 
for the users. Good design is being responsible socially 
and environmentally. And since 95% of our time is spent 
in interior environments, it’s important that our environ-
ments are healthy.”
< See photos of the trade show on p. 9, and related story online: http://www.suffolk.edu/nesad/green.html
SiNCE bECOmiNg aN assistant professor in 
2006, rachael cobb has already put her stamp on 
the Government department of Suffolk university 
by being a catalyst for two innovative programs, the 
university Poll Workers Project and the Boston Area 
colleges election Project. 
The university Poll Workers Project, which cobb 
established, recruits and trains a diverse array of 
students to be the next generation of poll workers. 
it has already yielded positive results, with over 100 
Suffolk students working the polls for the city of 
Boston on election day during the past two years. 
The program will continue to be a resource for stu-
dents and the community in the fall 2008 Presiden-
tial election.
The Boston Area colleges election Project is a 
collaborative effort between the Suffolk and har-
vard university Government departments and har-
vard Law School. Through the project, students 
help to gather data on voter satisfaction in the city 
of Boston.
“i am passionate about our political processes, 
and these two programs will enable our students to 
be even more politically competent by taking action 
in our democracy,” says cobb.
cobb was born and reared in cambridge, where 
she still lives with her husband and two young chil-
dren. She graduated magna cum Laude from Bryn 
mawr college and received her Phd from miT.
now, as a professor on Beacon hill, cobb is 
motivated by the eagerness of her students and 
appreciates Suffolk’s dedication to small class 
sizes. her passion for public service is contagious. 
“rachael has a remarkable ability to work with 
all kinds of people,” says professor and chair of 
the Government department John Berg. “She is 





DESIGNING FOR TOmORROW, TODAY
Interior Design Professor Karen Clarke (in white)
Assistant Professor  
of Government Rachael Cobb
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SHerri miLeS
ANATOmY IN THE EARBUDS
miCHAeL mAdden
clASSIcS GAlORE
STudENTS frOm EriC dewar’s Anatomy and Physiology course huddle 
around a softball-sized orb balanced on a short metal tripod at the corner of his 
desk. They’re working on an extra credit project, recording a podcast into the 
space-aged looking microphone for class. 
dewar, a paleontologist and assistant professor in the Biology depart-
ment, is one of several professors in the college using podcasting in his 
courses, uploading lectures and class recordings to iTunes university and 
making course content as mobile as a browser or mp3 player.
“Part of what i wanted to do with this is meet students where they are,” 
he says. “But i also wanted to show students that scholarship or research 
in science isn’t something that requires a ton of buildup, it’s just what we 
do when we’re scientists and any way we can communicate our ideas is 
positive.”  
The podcasts might be 10-15 minute lecture recaps or topics examined 
by students in small groups. “The thing i like about being able to involve 
students in the podcast is creating a sense of ownership,” he says. “Stu-
dents have had tons of science by the time they get to college. But have 
they ever really done science? i want to model what a professional scientist 
does. Students can do this. it’s like an Amish barn raising, and when we’re 
done we have something we built ourselves and it looks nice.”
Students post the recorded podcasts online for their classmates. eventu-
ally, some podcasts may reach a wider audience. “i’m hopeful that some stu-
dent projects can be made publicly available,” he says, anticipating results from 
project-based laboratories, surveys, or data gathered from the basketball team, 
for example, to see what their oxygen consumption is like on a treadmill. “That’s 
the kind of thing we can post up on the public site and say, here’s what students 
are doing at Suffolk.”
“A student told me she was driving in her car, and her boyfriend was 
looking at her iPod and said, ‘What’s this anatomy thing you have? oh 
hey let’s listen to it.’ To know that i’m somewhere between Beyoncé and 
50 cent in my students’ playlists i think is very funny.”
fOr ThE firST TimE in the university’s 101-year history, 
the college is offering a concentration in ancient classical 
literature. Students will be able to immerse themselves in 
the epics of homer, virgil and dante. They will be charmed 
by ovid and challenged by Aeschylus. They will sit on the 
shoulders of Tacitus and Suetonius in observing imperial 
rome at its apex.
for Professor George kalogeris BS’78, the classics 
program’s guiding force, it is the first time in a 20-year 
teaching and writing career that he can work full time with 
two things he loves most: ancient writers and the students 
who want to study them. 
“When young people engage with these texts it helps 
them to develop an inner life, whether they know it or not,” 
says kalogeris. 
raised in Winthrop with the smell of the oceans and 
the sounds of rebetika—a style of Greek folk music popular 
among 1930s day laborers—kalogeris’ interest in words 
and language came from his mother, who understood 
and conversed in nearly every regional dialect of modern 
Greek. As an undergraduate, kalogeris took the Blue Line 
for four years to Suffolk university where he studied lit-
erature and psychology. his undergraduate thesis was on 
Jim morrison’s allusions to Sophocles in The doors’ tune, 
“The end.”
After a brief stint as a psychologist, kalogeris entered 
the university Professors Program at Boston university 
where he earned master’s and doctoral degrees in com-
parative Literature. he recently released a collection of 
his translation of Albert camus’ diary notebooks, Carnets 
(Pressed Wafer Publishing, 2006) and had his translation 
of a c.P. cavafy poem read before a commencement audi-
ence at oxford university. 
kalogeris believes the most valuable lesson he has 
learned as a Suffolk professor is the importance of stu-
dents. “it’s about people seeing things for the first time,” he 
says. he fosters this awareness in students, from giving out 
his home phone number and taking calls night and day to 
spending countless hours hosting informal poetry discus-
sions. “i kind of hate english and classical literature,” said 
a student at a discussion on Sappho, “but i like kalogeris 
and i could never miss this seminar.” 
English Professor George Kalogeris ‘79




“ThE dEparTmENT ChairmaN asked me what 
i wanted as a retirement gift so i told him i wanted 
an iPod,” says education and human Services (ehS) 
Professor Joseph mccarthy in reference to his sell-out 
Popular Songs seminar. 
mccarthy, who retired in 2007, first came to Suffolk in 
the early 70s and has taught in both the ehS and history 
departments. had he been an oxford don in the 19th cen-
tury, he would probably have been classified as a general-
ist. Then again, this would be an atypical oxford don with 
his blue jeans, sneakers and claddaugh earring. 
mccarthy’s teaching career at Suffolk has moved 
from one area of interest to another. he created the 
university’s master’s degree program in higher educa-
tion Administration, advised graduate students, taught 
freshmen, encouraged young history majors in their 
baccalaureate pursuits, and taught courses about 
World War ii, medieval popular culture and the theory 
and practice of history. 
“i always marvel at Joe,” says dean kenneth 
Greenberg. “he is such a great scholar who knows 
so many of these different ways of learning and knowl-
edge. it’s remarkable.” 
mccarthy taught his students that the worker, the 
scholar or the professional should have an unfettered 
intellectual curiosity. from the first day of a new course, 
he would say that his course would not be a pedantic 
regurgitation of names, facts and half-baked analysis, 
just “story time with your uncle Joe.” 
in the words of an old 70s soul song, there ain’t no 
stopping mccarthy now, because he’s on the move. on 
the South Shore of massachusetts, he presides over a 
bit of the old agrarian massachusetts where he splits 
logs and raises chickens that have claimed the blue rib-
bon at the annual marshfield fair for two years running, 
all the time looking after his grandchildren. 
mccarthy will continue to teach and informally advise 
at Suffolk. he is a living connection to Suffolk’s days as 
that small upstart Beacon hill institution educating com-
muter students. no matter what course he teaches, the 
fundamental lesson will always be the same: never lie 
about facts and never be afraid of ideas. 
iN NEW yOrk, where you can see 
productions originating from Africa to 
iceland, you can also see musicals this 
year that came from your own back yard, 
Suffolk university.
Three musicals originally developed by 
the Boston music Theatre Project (BmTP), 
a program of the Suffolk university The-
atre department, had professional new 
york area debuts this season. The incred-
ible circumstances are not the triumph of 
coincidence, but the result of a carefully 
crafted model and the tenacity of Theatre 
department chair marilyn Plotkins.
Plotkins founded BmTP in 1987 as 
the first professional organization in the 
Greater Boston area dedicated exclusively 
to the development of new work in musical 
theatre. “i have a life-long interest in musi-
cals,” says Plotkins. “BmTP was a natural 
outgrowth of my training, experience and 
professional interests.”
for the next 10 years, Plotkins part-
nered with local and national organizations 
and artists to develop new work, including 
Elmer Gantry, produced by the nashville 
opera and the Peak Performances series 
at montclair State university in January, 
2008, and Look What a Wonder Jesus Has 
Done, featured in the new york music The-
atre festival this September.
in 1999, Plotkins integrated BmTP 
into the academic framework of the newly 
formed Theatre department to engage 
Suffolk students in the development pro-
cess. Crossing Brooklyn, a new musical 
by Laura harrington and Jenny Giering, 
premiered off-Broadway in the fall at the 
Transport Group and was the first BmTP 
piece developed with students—but it cer-
tainly won’t be the last. 
The hands-on experience of BmTP is a 
unique facet of the Suffolk Theatre depart-
ment and has inspired other in-house pro-
fessional development opportunities, such 
as Wesley Savick’s national Theatre of All-
ston and richard chambers’ professional 
design apprenticeships. As the program 
continues to grow, so will the opportuni-
ties. Plotkins is currently in negotiation with 
two new york writers for the next BmTP 
project, slated for spring, 2009. 
miCHAeL mAdden
STORY TImE WITH UNclE JOE
AmY nOrA LOng
IT’S A mUSIcAl lIFE
Education and Human Services 
Professor Joseph McCarthy
Professor and Chair of the Theatre Department Marilyn Plotkins
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JIMMY WALES with CHRISTOPHER LYDON
Free Speech, Free Minds, Free Markets: 
Competition and Collaboration
Thursday, September 11
Wikipedia founder Jimmy Wales joins journalist 
Christopher Lydon to address where “Web 2.0” will 
take us next and how Objectivist philosophy guides 
his vision.
This program is presented in collaboration with the Rappaport Center of 
Law and Public Service.
THOMAS S. BLANTON with ALASDAIR ROBERTS
Secrecy in the United States:
Priorities for the Next President*
Thursday, September 18
In recognition of International Right to Know Day, 
Thomas S. Blanton, Director of the National Security 
Archive at George Washington University, joins Professor 
Alasdair Roberts, Suffolk University Law School, to 
discuss government transparency and suggest top 




Moot Court Room, Suffolk University Law School
Renowned legal scholar Professor Laurence Tribe, 
Harvard Law School, discusses how we interpret our 
country’s most important document.
Receive a free copy of the US Constitution at the door.
JON KELLER with JEFF JACOBY
The Bluest State: How Democrats Created 
the Massachusetts Blueprint for American 
Political Disaster*
Sunday, October 5
Jon Keller, WBZ-TV News’ Political Analyst, joins Jeff 
Jacoby, Boston Globe columnist, to review the ups 
and downs of our beloved state’s political culture 




War and Decision: Inside the Pentagon at 
the Dawn of the War on Terrorism*
Thursday, October 23
Old South Meeting House
Douglas J. Feith, former United States Undersecre-
tary of Defense for Policy (2001–2005), discusses 
the dynamics of the first Bush term, and how we 
make foreign policy decisions.
This program is presented in collaboration with the Old South Meeting 




James Carroll, Distinguished Scholar-in-Residence 
at Suffolk University and author of the forthcoming 
book Practicing Catholic, screens the film Constan-
tine’s Sword and explores why intolerance, violence 
and war are so deeply ingrained in religion.
GARY HIRSHBERG with NANCY F. KOEHN
Stirring it Up: How to Make Money 
and Save the World*
Thursday, November 6
Gary Hirshberg, Chairman, President, and CEO of 
Stonyfield Farm, joins Professor Nancy F. Koehn, 
Harvard Business School, to discuss how businesses 
are leveraging quality products, creative marketing, 
and cost-saving efficiencies to both enrich shareholders 
and make the world a better place.
ELECTION 2008: REVIEW AND FORECAST
Panel discussion with speakers to be 
determined.
Thursday, November 13
Old South Meeting House
Join us as we unravel the deciding factors that led 
one candidate into the Oval Office—and then 
look forward to its impact on the coming years for 
our nation.  
This program is presented in collaboration with the Old South Meeting 
House as part of the Partners in Public Dialogue Series.
All events are FREE and OPEN TO THE PUBLIC. No 
registration is necessary. They will take place from 
6:30 to 8pm in the C. Walsh Theatre at Suffolk Univer-
sity unless otherwise noted.
For more information, please email
info@fordhallforum.org, or call 617.557.2007.
*A book signing will follow these events.
Ford Hall Forum
at Suffolk University





CommuniCat ion and Journalism
THe CompeTITIon
BY PAUl cERIEllO & JASON cARTER 2007
The Competition is a film about two kids who repre-
sent each side of the blue vs. red divide in the United 
States. Their school announces a trip to Space Camp 
as the prize for the most money raised at the town 
fair. The two students have very different ideas about 
developing a product to sell at the fair. In the end, does 
either have what it takes or is the winner somewhere 
in the middle? 
EConomiCs
makIng poor naTIons rICH:  
enTrepreneursHIp and THe proCess  
oF eConomIC developmenT
BY BENJAmIN POWEll STAnforD UnIvErSITy PrESS, 2007
Why do some nations become rich while others remain 
poor? Through a collection of case studies from Asia 
and Africa to Latin America and Europe, this volume 
urges the examination of the critical role entrepreneurs 
and the institutional environment of private property 
rights and economic freedom play in economic devel-
opment. The lesson is clear: economic growth will 
remain elusive until pro-market reforms begin to pro-
mote productive entrepreneurship.
EduCat ion & Human sErViCEs
THe proFessIonal paralegal
BY AllAN TOW MCGrAw HIll, 2008
The Professional Paralegal presents a comprehensive 
and pragmatic overview of today’s legal system and the 
diverse roles of the contemporary paralegal. The inno-
vative use of profiles and experiences of professional 
paralegals woven throughout the text provide personal 
and motivating insight while introducing practical tools, 
substantive issues and the all-important consideration 
of ethics. This textbook presents information easily 
accessed by students and offers many opportunities 
for discussion, research and review.
EnGlisH
anoTHer World InsTead: THe early 
poems oF WIllIam sTaFFord, 1937-1947
EDITED AND INTRODUcTION BY FRED mARcHANT  
GrAywolf PrESS, 2008
This selection of a major American poet's early work 
tells the twinned story of a committed pacifist during 
a time of war and a young poet getting started. Many 
of these 160 poems have never before been published 
or have been long out of print. 
ConneCTIons:  
lITeraTure For ComposITIon
EDITED BY QUENTIN mIllER AND JUlIE NASH 
HoUGHTon MIfflIn, 2008
Connections is an introductory literature textbook that 
stresses thinking and writing strategies.  The anthol-
ogy contains works from around the world and from 
all literary periods.  It is organized thematically to show 
how literature complicates traditional moral oppositions 
such as love and lust, honesty and deception, or glut-
tony and generosity.
deFyIng THe eye CHarT
BY mARIlYN JURIcH MAyAPPlE PrESS, 2008
This collection of poems attempts to revisualize how we 
sense ourselves and others and to redirect our aware-
ness and understanding. Apart from this reorientation of 
perception, the poems as poems are distinctly musical 
compositions—we "see" through sound and structure; 
each piece has a breath and “atmosphere” of its own—
from how an individual copes with the loss of vision to 
what Philadelphia "looks like" to the homeless, to the 
magical transformation of Grafton Street in Dublin when 
a harpist shares his ecstatic tunes.
salamander
EDITED BY JENNIFER BARBER SUffolk UnIvErSITy, 2008
Vol. 13, no. 1 (fall/winter 2007/8) features fiction by 
David Crouse, Rachel Klein, Dana Kinstler, and Kathryn 
Gahl; an essay by Junichiro Tanizaki, translated from 
the Japanese by Ivan Gold and Liz Doles; and poetry by 
John F. Deane, Todd Hearon, Carol Moldaw, Eric Pankey, 
and Jessica Greenbaum, among others, as well as a 




EDITED BY JENNIFER BARBER SUffolk UnIvErSITy, 2008
Vol. 13, no. 2 (spring/summer 2008) includes fic-
tion by C. D. Collins, Bill Bukovsan, Joseph Riippi, and 
Sue Williams; early poems by William Stafford, and 
new poetry by Laura Kasischke, Ben Berman, Sharon 
Dolin, Elizabeth Kirschner, and Carrie Etter, and others, 
along with translations of poems by Montale, Du Fu, 
Leopardi, and contemporary French poet Emmanuel 
Merle. The cover and portfolio feature watercolors 
by Beth Balliro.
GoVErnmEnt
aFTer vIenna: dImensIons oF  
THe relaTIonsHIp beTWeen THe  
european unIon and THe laTIn  
amerICa-CarIbbean regIon
EDITED BY ROBERTO DOmINGUEz & JOAQUIN ROY 
THoMPSon SHorE, InC., 2007 
The book explores the intricate nature of the special 
Trans-Atlantic relationship between Latin America and 
Europe.  Based on the analysis of the summits held peri-
odically between the two regions and the development 
of the so-called Strategic Partnership, the chapters 
argue that the new Central America Common Market, 
CARICOM, the Andean Community and MERCOSUR are 
facing an internal crisis, which hampers not only their 
integration processes, but also the dynamic relationship 
with the European Union.
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branded ConservaTIves:  
HoW THe brand brougHT THe  
rIgHT From THe FrInges To THe  
CenTer oF amerICan polITICs
BY KEN cOSGROvE PETEr lAnG, USA, 2007
The book argues that Conservatism has made good use 
of branding in its move from the fringes to the center of 
American political life. Conservatives have built a unique 
brand around their candidates, their movement and 
their issues that has facilitated their ability to win elec-
tions and implement public policies. Branding has been 
one of the major tools through which Conservatives 
have built an enduring movement over the last several 
decades and a tool through which their movement has 
become very resilient. 
varIeTIes oF CapITalIsm In spaIn: 
remakIng THe spanIsH eConomy  
For THe neW CenTury
BY SEBASTIAN ROYO PAlGrAvE, 2008
Is globalization forcing non-Coordinated Market 
Economies, such as Spain, to converge on an Anglo-
American model? How do national institutional 
differences condition economic policies and perfor-
mance?  This book seeks to build on the hypotheses 
generated by the literature on ‘Varieties of Capitalism’ 
to analyze the challenges of developing and sustaining 
coordination while adjusting for economic change.
Women and polITICs In Iran
BY HAmIDEH SEDGI CAMBrIDGE UnIvErSITy PrESS, 2007
Hamideh Sedgi’s Women and Politics in Iran explores 
the lives of Iranian women, both in the private and public 
realm, and across the classes, examining identity, sexu-
ality, culture, politics, and economics.   Using the veil as 
an example, specifically the veiling of Iranian women 
in the 1900s, the unveiling between 1936-1979, and the 
re-veiling after the revolution, she explains the historical 
importance of gender in shaping Iranian politics.  
HistorY
aFrICan amerICans In THe Jazz age:  
a deCade oF sTruggle and promIse
BY mARK ScHNEIDER rowMAn AnD lITTlEfIElD, 2006
After World War I, African Americans moved north to 
form vibrant new communities, got good jobs in indus-
try, built new churches, and established a burgeoning 
commercial and professional class. Writers and musi-
cians flocked to Harlem and produced a body of work 
known as the Harlem Renaissance, about their experi-
ences in the urban north. African Americans fought for 
their civil rights – both physically in the streets during 
the "Red Summer" of 1919, and in the halls of Congress 
and the courts, with the NAACP leading the way. 
Humanit iEs & modErn l anGuaGEs
absTraCTIon and THe ClassICal Ideal
BY cHARlES cRAmER UnIvErSITy of DElAwArE PrESS, 2006 
This study traces abstraction in art from empirical epis-
temology to the pursuit of idealism. Abstraction served 
as the nucleus of debates ranging from the philoso-
phy of mind to the visual appearance of ideal truth and 
beauty; it was a major focus of philosophical, scientific, 
and aesthetic discourse. Through a close examination 
of these debates, this study significantly revises and 
enlarges our understanding of abstraction and ideal-
ization in art. 
Tomboy
BY NINA BOURAOUI, AND TRANSlATED BY mARJORIE ATTIGNOl  
SAlvODON AND JEHANNE-mARIE GAvARINI  
UnIvErSITy of nEBrASkA PrESS, 2007
Tomboy is the story of a girl who was born five years 
after Algerian independence in 1967 and navigates the 
cultural, emotional, and linguistic boundaries of identity 
for a girl living in a world that doesn’t seem to recognize 
her. With prose modeling the rhythm of the seasons and 
the sea, Tomboy enters the innermost reality of a life 
lived on the edge of several cultures.
zoom In, zoom ouT: CrossIng borders 
In ConTemporary european CInema
EDITED BY SANDRA BARRIAlES-BOUcHE AND mARJORIE ATTIGNOl 
SAlvODON CAMBrIDGE SCHolArS PUBlISHInG, 2007
European films have become a vital cultural space 
where the relationship between borders and identity 
is being renegotiated. This collection of nine essays 
written by film scholars from various countries self-con-
sciously addresses the questions of European identity 
while overtly crossing geographic, cultural, linguistic, 
and aesthetic borders.
nEW EnGl and sCHool oF art & dEsiGn
dIgITal draWIng For desIgners:  
a vIsual guIde To auToCad
BY DOUGlAS SEIDlER fAIrCHIlD BookS, 2007
We learn best when we can create connections 
between new knowledge and prior knowledge. Digital 
Drawing for Designers introduces AutoCAD through 
the language of manual drafting. Neither simplistic nor 
exhaustive, this textbook teaches by relating to what 
architects and interior designers understand best: hand 
drawing and the visual world.
tHEatrE arts
sHrapnel
BY WESlEY SAvIcK 2007
Adapted from the writings of James Hillman, Chris 
Hedges and Lawrence LeShan, Shrapnel explores the 
nature of war in this original work for the stage. How do 
we make war “normal”?  Is war an inevitable and funda-
mental part of the human condition?  Can our impulse 
for war ever be tamed?  Shrapnel incorporates mythol-
ogy, stage combat, live music and a sweeping array of 
personal accounts to explore the contradictory nature 
of war within all of us. 
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man On board For the Long HaulRobert Brustein, a central figure in 20th-century American theatre, joined Suffolk University’s College of Arts & Sciences in 2006 as a 
Distinguished Scholar in Residence, a permanent faculty appointment.
aS ThE TaNkEr that would haul oil to Bahrain by way 
of Aruba and naples picked up its crew in the slicing 
wind off Brooklyn flats, robert Brustein thought, “i’m 
going to be the loneliest man in the world.” it was 1945, 
and although the war had ended, his hitch in the ser-
vice had a year and a half to go. he was 18 years old. 
following an accelerated course of study at the high 
School of music and Art in new york city with a final 
year at columbia Grammar School, Brustein gradu-
ated at 16 and entered Amherst college in 1943. The 
war had swept most of the students from the pristine 
new england campus, leaving only the underage and 
the 4fs, those deemed physically unable to serve. “We 
ruled,” he says. “We were the football team, the base-
ball team, the drama club. one hundred-fifty kids.”
enlisting for service in April 1945, he entered the 
merchant marine, which capped four months of basic 
training in San mateo, california with six months at 
sea, eight months at the merchant marine Academy at 
king’s Point, Long island, and the rank of cadet-mid-
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WOrld War ii depleted the ranks of college 
students on American college and university 
campuses, as most young men—and some 
women—entered the armed forces. Suffolk 
university was no exception. in addition to its 
Law School, Suffolk then consisted of three 
undergraduate colleges: Liberal Arts, Jour-
nalism, and Business Administration, founded 
in 1934, 1936, and 1937 respectively. in 1940, 
before the united States entered the war, the 
fledgling colleges had built their enrollment up 
to 227 students. By 1943, according to Suffolk 
history professor david L. robbins, that number 
had dwindled to only 35. With Law School enroll-
ment down to only 63 that year, the university 
struggled to stay afloat. 
With the passage in 1944 of the G.i. Bill of 
rights, which awarded tuition benefits to WWii 
veterans, college enrollment surged nationwide. 
By the fall of 1946, Suffolk university’s under-
graduate enrollment soared to 1682 students, 
75% of whom were male war veterans. Along-
side the sorrow of losing 26 alumni lives to the 
war, the university gained during the postwar era 
the foothold that has allowed it to flourish into 
the present. 
Above: Carroll Sheehan of Dorchester, MA, president of Suffolk 
University’s graduating class of 1949, and Suffolk President 
Walter Burse thank Congressman John F. Kennedy for the GI Bill. 
Sheehan went on to become the state commerce commissioner.
TRYING TO
STAY AFlOAT
shipman in the naval reserve. on one of his seven-
hour monthly leaves from basic training on August 15, 
1945, Brustein witnessed v-J day in San francisco. 
“it was orgiastic. Women tore their clothes off in the 
street. People climbed to the top of huge statues. i’ve 
never seen a city go so berserk. And all i did was 
watch. The envious observer.”
These powers of observation later fueled one of the 
signal careers in American theatre. defying his father, 
who wanted him to go into the family yarn business—
“his greatest dream was to have what he called a ver-
tical combination, in which he would have the sheep, 
then he would get the wool, card it and comb it, dye 
it, knit it, and sell it as sweaters.”—he embarked on 
a life in the theatre, eventually supervising more than 
200 productions, writing 15 books, and training such 
luminaries as meryl Streep, henry Winkler, and Sigour-
ney Weaver. 
in december 1945, however, robert Brustein was 
one of thousands of men aboard the tankers and vic-
tory ships that navigated the world’s mined waters in 
the wake of the deadliest war in history. “i took to the 
sea,” he says. “There was a lot of adventure.” crossing 
from the Panama canal to Pozzuoli, passing through 
casablanca, Alexandria, and milan, he saw more of 
the world than he could have imagined growing up on 
the relatively homogeneous Jewish upper West Side 
of manhattan: narrowly navigable ports cluttered with 
sunken ships; abject poverty along the vanquished 
coasts of italy; a humorous mutiny against the captain 
who tried to prevent the  women on the supply boats 
from clambering up the sides of his vessel; a case of 
“yellow jaundice.” The romance of the sea ebbing by 
the time his tour of duty ended, Brustein returned to 
Amherst college hungry to continue his education.
When the korean War erupted in 1951, he and 
other merchant mariners found themselves subject 
to the draft. The uS government had reneged on 
its pledge of veteran status to the merchant marine, 
which suffered a higher percentage of casualties 
than any other branch of the military in World War ii. 
This Brustein saw as a profound injustice. “i deter-
mined that i would not stay in the country, or would 
cut off my finger, or go to canada, or anything to 
avoid being drafted into what i considered an unjust 
war.” instead, he obtained one student deferment after 
another, including two fulbrights in england, finally 
earning a Phd that he had never intended to pursue.
After a career that took him to columbia university, 
as well as cornell, vassar, yale, and harvard, Brust-
ein at last arrived at Suffolk university. “Suffolk tries to 
maintain the purity of its original ideals,” he observes. 
“There’s a gritty urban honesty about it that is impos-
sible not to admire. The more i learn about Suffolk, the 
more i want to moor here.”
he plans to drop his anchor in this port for years 
to come. 
 
LauriUmansky is professor of history and associate dean of the 
College of Arts & Sciences at Suffolk University.
He has taken on the role of actor, director, producer, dean of 
the Yale drama school and founding director of the Yale and 
american repertory theatres. now he has joined the faculty 
of the College of arts & sciences at suffolk.
Bottom: Merchant Marine Cadet-Midshipman Robert Brustein (right) 
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BIllyE AvEry
“kNOW ThaT yOur health is the most important thing you have,” says health 
care activist Billye Avery. “it is really one of the only things you own.” Avery, 
founder and president of the Avery institute for Social change and founder of 
the national Black Women’s health Project, believes that health care is a human 
right, and for 25 years has advocated for patients’ access to insurance, health 
records, and equity in the health care system. “Get involved. Learn the issues. 
Start small,” said Avery. “find a few like-minded people and start with a small 
group discussion. What do we want to have as a legacy?” she asks. “We want 
to engage people around change, vision and a better future.” See related story: 
http://www.suffolk.edu/27317.html
STEPHEn BrEyEr
“WhaT’S ThE mOST important thing we want to teach students?” asks uS 
Supreme court Justice Stephen Breyer. “democracy.” The participation of citi-
zens in the democratic process, what Breyer calls “active liberty,” is necessary to 
having a workable government. “We judges cannot insist that Americans partici-
pate in that government, but we can make clear that our constitution depends 
on it.” Get involved in the community, participate on any level of civic engage-
ment, including politics, school boards and other organizations, he says. “unless 
most of you do something like that—participation—the document i work with 
every day just won’t work.” Breyer has published numerous books on adminis-
trative law, economic regulation and the constitution, including Active Liberty: 
Interpreting Our Democratic Constitution (2005). See related story: http://www.
suffolk.edu/27457.html
THE fAyE fAMIly
a family Of Senegalese men in crisp yellow tunics and dyed patterned pants 
sat side-by-side, their drums in arms’ reach and their smiles bright as costumes. 
representing the faye family of griots, or ‘praise singers,’ from dakar, Senegal, 
they tuned the line-up of hourglass shaped drums—one still dangling an airline 
luggage tag—by tightening wooden pegs around the rims. one after another the 
drums came to life, creating a rhythm for movement and a language for reaching 
across villages. The drummers—vieux Sing faye, the patriarch and chief griot of 
dakar; Aziz and mouhamadou moustapha faye, sons of vieux; and malik ngom, 
grandson of vieux—presented the geuwel drumming tradition, taught traditional 
dance moves, and performed at a concert in the c. Walsh Theatre. See related 
story: http://www.suffolk.edu/college/29041.html
CHArlES frIED
“libErTy ExprESSES WhO we are: thinking, judging and choosing individ-
uals. Liberty is that individuality,” says charles fried, former associate justice of 
the massachusetts Supreme Judicial court. “yet we must somehow draw bound-
aries. There are things that we need and want government to do, like drawing 
lines for the betterment of the community.” But does government limit liberty, 
or put a floor under it? “i don’t think it’s possible to come up with an algorithm 
for this,” he says. “i know it when i see it—a law which is designed to suppress 
liberty, and when the purpose of a law is to let a thousand flowers bloom.” fried is 
the author of eight books, including Modern Liberty and the Limits of Government 
(2006). See related story: http://www.suffolk.edu/27514.html
DIstInGUIshED VIsItInG sChOLARs 2007-2008
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MAxInE HonG kInGSTon
“WhaT CaN WE do to engage the young?” asks writer and professor maxine hong kingston. 
“i come from uc Berkeley, and i notice the demonstrations are organized by the faculty, the 
white-haired people from the 60s. Back in the old days, it was the students who did it and 
yelled for the faculty to come out and join them.” Writing can be a political action, she says. 
“i have this faith that you write your story, you write your poem, and you can write your way 
home from war. you do public acts of writing and you get it out there so other people can hear 
it.” kingston’s books include The Fifth Book of Peace (2003), To Be the Poet (2002), and The 
Woman Warrior (1975). See related story: http://www.suffolk.edu/college/27013.html
EMIl kIrCHnEr
“ThE EurOpEaN uNiON is challenged by globalization, by the uS, china and other coun-
tries,” says emil kirchner, an international leader in the research and teaching of european 
politics. discussing the Treaty of Lisbon, developed in 2007 to govern and help the expanding 
eu respond to changing political and economic issues, he says the future of the eu is one 
of unity and diversity, with the eu able to accomplish more together than the countries could 
individually. “i think what we have in the eu is the equivalent of a security community—one 
where you have peaceful expectations and if there is a conflict it will be resolved peacefully. 
if we look at european history over centuries, this in itself is a big achievement.” See related 
story:  http://www.sawyer.suffolk.edu/27792.html
frAnCIS MoorE lAPPé
CiTiNg ThE STaTiSTiC that 854 million people go hungry in the world each day, francis 
moore Lappé, an internationally acclaimed social and environmental activist,  remains devoted 
to the causes that propelled her into the public eye 30 years ago when she wrote the best-
seller, Diet for a Small Planet. Still focusing on the social and economic systems that fail to 
produce fairness in the world, she advocates for “democracy as a living practice in which all 
voices are empowered—democracy as a way of life, a set of values and mutual account-
ability grounded in basic fairness and the inclusion of all of us.” She advises taking purposeful 
risks in life. “Trust,” she says. “And go into thin air.” See related story: http://www.suffolk.edu/
college/24275.html
vIvIAn PInn
WOmEN purSuiNg biOmEdiCal science careers often face challenges ranging from 
lack of female role models and mentors in their fields to family responsibilities, racial bias, 
and sexual discrimination. “We need to identify what the barriers are and see what we can 
do to make it an easier path for women,” says vivian W. Pinn, Phd, director of the office of 
research on Women’s health at the national institutes of health (nih). “careers in science 
are so exciting; it brings you inner pride that you’ve been successful.” The recipient of nine 
honorary degrees of Law and Science since 1992, Pinn launched a web site through the 
nih to promote the advancement of women in biomedical research careers (http://womenin-
science.nih.gov). “if science turns you on, make sure those battles don’t keep you from doing 
what you love.” See related story: http://www.sawyer.suffolk.edu/college/27793.html
HUGo SAlCEDo
“mExiCaN ThEaTEr haS many pages still to write about the new faces of violence, drug 
cartels, kidnappings, and extortions,” says award-winning playwright hugo Salcedo, speaking 
through a translator after students gave a dramatic public reading of his most famous play, 
El viaje de los cantores/The Crossing, the tragic story of 18 mexicans trying to cross the u.S. 
border illegally only to meet with their death trapped in a railroad boxcar. “never before did 
the act of staring at an empty computer screen offer the possibility of writing topics of utmost 
importance.” Salcedo, also a poet, essayist, and critic, has written more than 40 plays that 
have been published and performed in the uS, mexico, france, Spain, Germany, the nether-
lands, and venezuela. See related story: http://www.suffolk.edu/college/27755.html
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unmatched
Psychology PhD Program is a Collaborative Gem 
From left, Professor Debra Harkins, Professor David Gansler, and 
Professor and Psychology Department Chair Krisanne Bursik, of 
Suffolk’s highly competitive PhD Program in Clinical Psychology. 
duriNg ONE COld weekend at the end of february, 
nearly 70 of the most highly ranked Phd hopefuls 
from more than 60 colleges and universities across 
the country and beyond, don their interview-best 
and huddle in the crowded hallways of the donahue 
Building, hoping to meet their “match.” They’ll experi-
ence Suffolk’s clinical psychology program up close 
during two demanding days of individual and small 
group interviews and info sessions designed to enable 
the candidates, faculty, and current Phd students to 
get to know one another, and their research interests, 
work styles, and career objectives. After the weekend-
long mix of grueling questions and more casual get-
togethers, the psychology department will identify 
those faculty-student matches with the greatest 
synergy and potential for success.
TRAININGRESEARCHERS,PRACTITIONERS,ANDTEACHERS
Suffolk’s Psychology Phd program graduated its first 
class in 2000, and attracted 314 applicants for just 
13 program openings this year. According to depart-
ment chair krisanne Bursik, it is the scientist practitio-
ner model of training that distinguishes the college of 
Arts & Sciences’ highly competitive program from other 
more applied programs in the area. “our research com-
ponent is front and center,” she says. “And our students 
are trained to be active researchers, clinical practitioners, 
and teachers. We’ve developed a program that provides 
training and supervision in all three areas, and this abso-
lutely sets us apart.”
Throughout the six-year program, students and 
faculty work side by side in the research lab and class-
room, and in clinical placements. “Though all of our 
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faculty members serve as teachers and mentors to 
all 85 doctoral students currently enrolled in the pro-
gram, the bond that naturally forms within each fac-
ulty-student research team is a very close and critically 
important one,” says Bursik. “faculty members actively 
pursue their research interests with their student col-
laborators, while making a significant long-term invest-
ment in the career development and success of each 
of their students.” 
COLLAbORATIVERESEARCH
“Partnering with Jessica Benetti-mcQuoid in my 
research was both a privilege and a phenomenal expe-
rience,” says Bursik. “As a sophomore, Jessica was a 
shining star—and it was wonderful to be able to work 
with her for nearly a decade, as she reached numer-
ous professional and personal milestones.” The two 
examined the associations of ego development, gen-
der role, and the experience of guilt and shame for 
Benetti-mcQuoid’s master’s thesis, and published their 
findings in a peer-reviewed journal. currently they are 
at work on a second co-authored manuscript based 
on Benetti-mcQuoid’s doctoral dissertation research 
examining gender flexibility and well-being.  
“When it was time for me to apply to graduate 
school, Suffolk felt like an old comfortable shoe,” 
says Benetti-mcQuoid BS’01, Phd’06, one of the 
four Psychology Phd students who also completed 
their undergraduate work at Suffolk’s college of Arts 
& Sciences.
“i knew that my classes would be small and inti-
mate; and i felt confident in my relationships with the 
faculty. importantly, i shared research interests with 
Professor Bursik,” she says. Benetti-mcQuoid’s train-
ing included a clinical internship at a community men-
tal health center in fort Wayne, indiana and a two-
year post-doctoral residency in neuropsychological 
asssessment at the children’s evaluation center in 
newton, massachusetts. “But the most outstanding 
component of my experience in the Phd program was 
my relationship with kris. i am grateful for the level of 
commitment and dedication she has to me, my edu-
cation, my research, and my well-being as a student 
in the program.”
ENERGIzINGPARTNERSHIPS
“i love this program’s emphasis on faculty-student col-
laboration and mentorship—and the opportunity to 
work with someone who has similar research interests 
to my own,” says Professor debra harkins, whose 
cross-cultural narrative research struck a personal 
chord with russian immigrant irene Shulova-Piryatin-
sky BS’01, Phd’08.  With her master’s thesis and dis-
sertation, Shulova-Piryatinsky partnered with harkins in 
an exploratory study of narrative discourse, comparing 
russian immigrants’ mother-child storytelling in israel 
and the united States—work currently under review for 
publication. “my relationships with my students are the 
most important reason i do this work,” harkins says. 
“incredibly motivated students like irene give me energy 
as they share in my passion.”
When Piryatinsky later questioned her career 
path in research, Professor david Gansler became 
a key booster of her work in clinical neuropsychol-
ogy. “dave was crucial to helping me decide what 
to do ‘when i grew up’,” she says. “When i recently 
received word of my acceptance to a two-year post-
doctoral neuropsychology residency at Brown uni-
versity, dave was the first person i called.” Shulova-
Piryatinsky’s work includes an internship at the edith 
nourse rogers memorial veterans Administration 
medical center in Bedford, massachusetts and a 
practicum at the center for children with Special 
needs at Tufts medical center. “honestly, whether 
it was debra or dave or kris, it really was everyone 
in the department who was always there for me that 
made the difference,” she says. “This faculty makes 
a huge, truly amazing commitment to its students—
that never ends.”
bEYONDTHEDISSERTATION
Gansler credits the outstanding Suffolk doctoral stu-
dents he met while working as a neuropsychologist at 
the Boston veterans Administration hospital with his 
decision to join the faculty seven years ago. “observ-
ing those students during their clinical placements, 
i knew that this new program was producing some 
exceptional psychologists,” Gansler says. “i was drawn 
to teaching here—and to the opportunity to develop a 
brain image analysis laboratory and examine individual 
differences in aggression and impulsivity.” 
John Smolinsky BS’97, Phd’07 first worked with 
Gansler during a practicum at Boston’s Lemuel Shat-
tuck hospital. Together they later studied lateralized 
differences in prefrontal functioning as related to 
aggressive behavior, research that became the basis 
for Smolinsky’s dissertation.  “But there was really 
much more to our relationship than what occurred 
through our research or clinical work,” Smolinsky says. 
“Professor Gansler took a very special interest in my 
professional development, offering advice and guid-
ance in a way that went above and beyond.” cur-
rently in a post-doctoral residency at the Bedford vet-
erans Administration hospital, Smolinsky continues to 
appreciate Gansler’s support as he contemplates the 
next steps in his career. And according to Gansler, 
Smolinsky has already distinguished  himself—as a 
researcher, clinician, and teacher. 
SaraRomer is a senior writer & editor in the Creative Services office 
at Suffolk University.
“ our research component is front and center, and our students are trained to be active 
researchers, clinical practitioners, and teachers. We’ve developed a program that provides 
training and supervision in all three areas, and this absolutely sets us apart.”
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Greg Hazelwood BA’98 is a history teacher at Brockton High School and 
co-adviser of the school’s African American Club. At a Black History Month 
presentation hosted by the Club after school, nearly 250 students filled the 
theatre for a student talent showcase of gospel songs, dances, and poems 
with an African American or African diaspora focus.
[20]
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TexT//Lauri umansky imaGes//mark OsTOW
t E a C H i n G  &  m E n t o r i n G
frOm ThE Civil War through the 1920s, Brockton, massachusetts thrived 
as one of the world’s premier shoe manufacturing centers. By the 1950s, 
the hardscrabble city 30 miles south of Boston claimed bragging rights as 
the birthplace of undefeated heavyweight boxing champion rocky marciano. 
Twenty years later, when marvelous marvin hagler entered the ring, the city 
added a middleweight champion to its scorecard. 
Today, though the fight motif is still in full swing around the “city of 
champions,” Brockton’s greatest boast is probably its high school—the larg-
est in new england. A beige colossus flanking the road behind the rocky 
marciano Stadium, Brockton high School houses 4,358 students and a faculty 
of 331 women and men. Among these educators is history teacher Gregory 
hazelwood BA ‘98. 
“i wish every kid in the school could have mr. hazelwood as a teacher 
during their career here,” says Brockton high School principal dr. Susan 
Szachowicz. “he brings history to life. But the most important lessons he 
teaches are about character, how to treat other people. Greg uses every 
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“Good afternoon!” mr. hazelwood greets the stu-
dents heartily as they file into class. “Today we’re 
going to name stereotypes and we’re going to talk 
about how to counteract them.”
The spring-semester senior year African American 
history class has been underway for only a week, and 
it would be fair to say that all 30 students in the room 
are paying attention. hands shoot up. responses 
ring out. “The only way Black people can ‘succeed’ 
is through drugs, sports, or music.” “Black students 
can’t get into good colleges.” “rap and hip hop are 
never about anything meaningful.”
“Good job! Excellent.” hazelwood steps out from 
behind his desk. “These are the myths. now, how 
can we start to shatter them?”
over the next hour, the class ranges across 
American culture and history, invoking as antidotes 
to negative stereotyping such prominent African 
American figures as Barack obama, oprah Winfrey, 
and coretta Scott king. Affable and warm, with an 
impressive command of the students’ names so 
soon into the term, mr. hazelwood offers a stream 
of information and encouragement. “i want to hear 
your thoughts,” he says. “i want you to really think 
about the idea of resistance. African American history 
has been filled with moments of resistance to things 
that are not right.” 
only one point goes unspoken, although it is 
surely not lost on the students: mr. hazelwood himself 
belies negative stereotypes about African American 
men. he stands, for want of a better phrase, as a 
positive role model in this school in which 70 percent 
of the students are people of color and 70 percent 
of the faculty is not. 
“ You can be an object in the world, and have things done 
to you; or you can be a subject. Which do you want to be?”
Above: “Mr. Hazelwood” and students in his third period 
African American History class
[22]
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“Students need to see themselves in their teach-
ers,” dr. Szachowicz says. “They need to see the 
faces of the world.”
Like Szachowicz, educational activists and 
researchers have decried the shortage of minority 
teachers for decades. According to the national 
education Association (neA), 40 percent of the 
nation’s students belong to minority groups, com-
pared to only 16 percent of teachers in grades k-12. 
in the eyes of many experts, this disparity represents 
a crisis. What is at stake? neA research shows that 
“when teachers of color are missing, minority students 
land more frequently in special education classes, 
have higher absentee rates, and tend to be less 
involved in school activities.”
“Teachers of color have a unique vantage point 
in terms of the critical intersections that affect how 
students perceive themselves, the world, and their 
lived reality,” says Professor carmen veloria of 
Suffolk university’s department of education and 
human Services.
EARLYROLEMODELS
Greg hazelwood understands his complex mission 
as a teacher of history and a member of a diverse 
community. he credits his parents and the Suffolk 
university professors who took the time to mentor 
him, inside the classroom and out, with giving him 
the sense of purpose that fires his teaching. 
Growing up in mattapan, the son of an African 
American father and a haitian mother, hazelwood 
appreciated the value of education from an early age. 
his father, the oldest of 10 children, left school early 
to help support his family in rural virginia. moving 
north for economic opportunity, he met Greg’s 
mother, whose family immigrated to new york and 
Boston from haiti. Working for the mBTA and Blue 
cross, respectively, hazelwood’s father and mother 
provided a catholic school education for their two 
children. “We want you to be in a better position than 
we are in,” they said. “education is vital.”
“my parents made sure to have encyclopedias in 
the house. At the same time, they demonstrated an 
Below: Family pride: Hazelwood sits between his mother 
Marie and father Willie B. Hazelwood at his parents’ home in 
Mattapan, Massachusetts.
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Hazelwood and the group warm up for Black History Month presen-
tations with “Lift Every Voice and Sing,” also known as the “Negro 
National Anthem” written by poet and songwriter James Weldon 
Johnson in 1900. “It’s a very positive song. Some students know the 
first stanza, some know all the lyrics.”
[24]
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amazing work ethic, and they taught us to respect 
people, no matter who they are or where they come 
from. my sister and i were brought up with the idea 
of doing for others, helping. That’s how i see my role 
as an educator.” 
INSPIRATIONINTHECOLLEGECLASSROOM
Like many Suffolk students over the years, Greg 
hazelwood was the first in his family to earn a col-
lege degree. “The world opened up once i hit Suffolk,” 
he says. “i’ll never forget the first day of the first class 
i took with Professor Bellinger. he told us, ‘you can 
be an object in the world, and have things done to 
you; or you can be a subject. Which do you want to 
be?’ he challenged us from day one.”
history professor robert Bellinger, who also directs 
the Black Studies program and the collection of African 
American Literature, served as the faculty adviser to the 
Black Student union during Greg hazelwood’s time at 
Suffolk. he has played a crucial role in the lives of many 
students—and students of color in particular—since his 
arrival on campus in 1987. 
“it’s very important for students to have mentors, 
especially if they’re from families where they’re the 
first or one of the first to go to college,” says Bellinger. 
“i try to enlarge the scope of their vision, in terms of 
career possibilities, how they think about history, how 
they think about race and identity. i also just try to be 
available to listen to my students’ concerns. As they 
begin to engage with new ideas, they often aren’t 
able to discuss these ideas with people in their old 
communities or in their families.”
Professor Bellinger took note of Greg hazelwood’s 
zeal for learning. “he was genuinely excited about 
history and about how it informs the present day. i 
would talk to him, encourage him, help him to navi-
gate new or challenging settings,” Bellinger says. “i 
was conscious that i was continuing a line that goes 
back to the people who shaped me. When i think 
of professors i had in college—Asa davis, Sonia 
Sanchez, and others—i know that i was given a gift. 
i feel responsible to carry that forward.” 
 for hazelwood, Bellinger did that and more. “i 
learned valuable content from him, things i hadn’t 
known about African and African American history, 
about the diaspora, and about the complexity of peo-
ple and time periods. Professor Bellinger was also 
an amazing mentor for me. he presented a powerful 
image, as a Black male who carried himself in a certain 
way, with pride and a sense of dignity. he pushed the 
barriers away and made himself available as a per-
son. ‘Go on to graduate school,’ he’d tell me. or, ‘hey, 
check out this Senegalese artist’- and then i’d have a 
window into Senegalese culture. All of this stays with 
me, and i try to carry it over to my students.”
EMPOwERINGHIGHSCHOOLSTUDENTS
now with a master’s degree in education in hand, 
and as a seven-year veteran of the classroom, as 
well as co-adviser of the African American club, 
hazelwood realizes the profound impact he can have 
on the lives of his students. “you take it for granted, 
until you realize that there are younger folks look-
ing at you as an example. i ask myself, ‘What can i 
do to help them?’ i can show them my passion for 
history and education. i can help them make connec-
tions between history and the lives they’re living today, 
teach them critical thinking. i try to demonstrate for 
them that words are powerful; words matter. images 
matter. i bombard them with positive images. i am 
a bombarder!” he laughs and gestures toward the 
many posters on the walls of his classroom. “Just 
look around. here’s an image of the great educator 
Septima clarke. And here’s a quote from Bill Withers, 
one of my favorite musicians.”
The Withers quote, taken from the artist’s 
Greatest Hits album liner notes, sums up the gentle 
ethos of this prized teacher in a city best known for 
its pugilists: “each generation needs an art form to 
license male vulnerability. if maleness comes to sym-
bolize raw competition, then how do males learn to 
offer love, brotherhood, and simple humanity?”
on the question of respect, hazelwood is uncom-
promising. “A couple of years ago, on the first day 
of my African American history class, i heard a male 
student call out to a young lady, ‘hey B, come here 
for a second.’ i took the young man aside and told 
him, ‘you will not be disrespectful of anybody in here, 
and you will not come in with that language. When 
we start dealing with history, you will find out what 
women of African descent—and all women—had to 
deal with, the type of degradation, the humiliation. And 
now you’re going to come and say that to a woman? 
no, that’s not going to happen.’ i ended up having 
a good relationship with that young man. i try to set 
a tone for the students, and sometimes—not right 
away—they come back and thank me for it.”
Through hundreds of “teachable moments,” Greg 
hazelwood brings his passion for learning and justice 
to the students of Brockton high School. in the city that 
celebrates the swift uppercut and the one-two punch, he 
champions respectful dialogue and informed dissent.
“i will always be an educator,’ he says. “i received 
so much from my family and my teachers. i’m in awe of 
what they taught me. now it’s time to give back.” 
LauriUmansky is professor of history and associate dean of the 
College of Arts & Sciences at Suffolk University.
“i can help them make connections between history and the lives they’re living today”
Below: Hazelwood during his Suffolk student days, seated next 
to future wife MayLisa Bastien, and talking with Professor Bob 
Bellinger (right).
[25]
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buT hE haSN’T always been coach. in his corner 
office on the second floor of the ridgeway Building, 
nelson, 66, leans back in his chair with his arms 
folded across his chest, recalling a time when he 
went by another name: dmitri nestios. nestios was 
nelson’s alias, adopted six years after taking the 
assistant athletic director and assistant basketball 
coach jobs at Suffolk. 
nelson had been a standout guard at Boston 
college, and—after graduating and taking his first 
job at Suffolk —had been playing semi-professional 
basketball around Boston. When a friend brought 
a recruiter from a Greek league team to check out 
nelson’s talents, Jim wowed the scout with his 
famous dribbling routine: Lying on his back, he 
dribbled with two hands, then with just one finger 
on each hand, then just the pinky, and then while 
doing situps. The team offered him a contract and 
renamed him dmitri nestios, which translated to 
“Jim from the islands.” Because, as nelson was told, 
you had to be Greek to play. 
When Jim, his wife Joan, and their three chil-
dren (the couple eventually had five) arrived in 
Greece, they were greeted with a king’s reception. 
Stepping off the plane at 10pm, nelson was met 
by his teammates, and a speeding motorcade led 
them from the airport and through the streets of 
Piraeus, horns honking, fans cheering. 
“So here’s this American, coming to be a savior,” 
recalls nelson, with a thick Boston accent. “The 
first thing my coach said was, ‘Lie down and start 
dribbling.’” 
The decision to leave his perfect job at Suffolk 
and make a bid for professional play was the cul-
mination of a boyhood dream born in 60-cent seats 
in “The heavens” of the Boston Garden, front row 
of the second balcony, center court. There, nelson 
spent nights watching red Auerbach, Bill russell, 
and Bob cousy—his future coach at Boston col-
lege—make the celtics a dynasty. The same dream 
kept him in virtual residency at the cambridge 
ymcA throughout his adolescence, working as a 
[28]
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ball boy for those same celtics, and picking up a 
game whenever he could.
eventually, the dream shifted, the goals 
changed. contract disputes forced nelson home 
from Greece after just six months and he resumed 
his role at Suffolk, helping other athletes pursue 
their dreams, practicing with the Suffolk team on 
that same court at the cambridge ymcA. for three 
decades at Suffolk, coaching was his passion. Tak-
ing over the head men’s basketball coaching posi-
tion from charlie Law in 1976, nelson switched 
from “making suggestions to making decisions.”
“Those special two hours,” nelson recalls of 
game days, “when you are on the floor teaching—
and it is truly a teaching experience—you are unfet-
tered by telephone calls, emails, pink message slips. 
…it is a sanctuary time.” 
As a coach, he offered his athletes a sage 
approach. “he’s not the ‘in your face’ kind of 
coach,” says Leo fama, who played basketball 
under nelson from 1982 to 1986. “he’s more of an 
even-handed, teaching kind of guy.” fama remem-
bers in particular a game against Plymouth State, 
who posed an even matchup with the Suffolk rams. 
fama scored 45 points, and at the end of the vic-
tory, nelson was pleased. “And then he looks at me 
and says, ‘But you know what? you should have 
had 52—you missed seven free throws,’” fama 
says with a chuckle. But it was important: coach 
wasn’t just focused on the victory, fama says, but 
on how they could improve that win. he was stern 
in a fatherly way—a familial metaphor several for-
mer student athletes use when they speak of him. 
for former hockey player Jim Gilpatrick, this 
takes on an almost literal meaning.
“he really is a second father to me,” says Gilpat-
rick. Their bond was sealed on a January night in 
1996 when Gilpatrick lost the use of his legs and his 
right arm after colliding with a goalpost in a hockey 
game. nelson visited him in the hospital, called him 
on the phone, and helped him get back to his studies. 
Gilpatrick and nelson grew close. “i never expected 
“those special two hours–when you are on the  
             floor teaching—unfettered...it is a sanctuary time.”
Below Right: Jim Nelson, playing for Boston College in 
1965, during a game at Roberts Center against traditional 
rival Holy Cross College.
[29]
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him to do what he did,” says Gilpatrick. “But that’s 
just the thoughtful gentleman he is—and that’s why 
a lot of people have a lot of respect for him.” 
in return, Gilpatrick paid coach an unexpected 
visit. four years after the accident, with his ability to 
walk—once thought gone forever—returning slowly, 
he stopped by the second floor of the ridgeway 
building.“coach,” Gilpatrick called out to nelson, 
who was facing the window of his office. nelson 
turned around, and John Gilpatrick walked into his 
arms. “it’s a moment,” says nelson, “that is still a 
very emotional one for me to this day.” 
Gilpatrick’s story may have been a special one, 
but nelson’s reaction was not unusual. “he knows 
the kids, their names, their families’ names,” says 
elaine Schwager, former head softball and volleyball 
coach. “he takes the time to get to know them, he 
asks questions about them. And when he felt like 
he didn’t know someone, he’d come right to me to 
make sure he knew. he just has a way about him 
that made people feel good about themselves.”
Since 1977, nelson has taught a fall and a 
spring course on the Theory and Practice of Ath-
letics, with the first semester including a section on 
the history of the olympics. “The playground for our 
children was the Parthenon,” says nelson, of his 
dmitri days. his firsthand experience with olympic 
history is useful in his teaching position—a role he 
relishes. “[Teaching] allows me to interact with an 
even wider range of individuals—in addition to our 
student athletes and those involved in intramural 
programs,” says nelson. 
And his reach extends beyond his sizable roles 
as athletic director and teacher. “he’s the mayor of 
Suffolk,” says Tony ferullo, associate director of 
Public Affairs. “The Goodwill Ambassador of Suf-
folk—there is no more caring individual that reaches 
out and touches more people than Jim nelson.” The 
university activities he’s involved with include head-
ing up the annual dean’s reception and 18 years as 
chairman of the university Social committee, a post 
he relates with a smile and a laugh: “how difficult 
can that be, right?”
The fact that he shows up to every possible 
home game he can is evidence enough of his dedi-
cation to the school. But he is also noticeably unat-
tached to a magazine, paperwork, or Blackberry, 
and rather stationed in the front rows, attention set. 
“he was supportive of all the athletic programs, even 
those he wasn’t coaching,” says ellen crotty, who 
played on both the women’s basketball and softball 
teams from 1984 to 1988. “you could always look 
over your shoulder and see him there in the stands 
and hear his voice,” says crotty, who often saw nel-
Above: Jim Nelson in 1986 at Suffolk University’s former 
home court, the Cambridge YMCA.
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son near the front, cheering “good hit” or “way to go 
Suffolk.” “That meant a lot.” 
“i’ve been here for about 11 years and i don’t 
think i ever beat him to work,” says cary mcconnell, 
assistant athletic director. “if i come in at 9, he’s been 
there for hours, and if i leave at 7, he’s still there.”
“i am certainly one that is a big believer in disci-
pline,” says nelson. “And to this day, i consider loyalty 
to the institution and the program one of the highest 
characteristics one can bring to their responsibilities.”
inside his office, his loyalty to the post-dmitri goal 
of improving the lot of Suffolk—the athletes, the stu-
dents, the institution—is represented by a massive 
framed newspaper blow-up from 1990. The head-
line: “Suffolk Says farewell to ymcA as Basketball 
Team finds home.” After three decades of all away 
games, the team had a proper home—a home built 
thanks to a group effort spearheaded by nelson. 
“if you ask him to walk down the street, i guaran-
tee that within five steps, he’s going to meet some-
one he knows,” says kenneth Greenberg, dean of 
the college of Arts and Sciences. “And then if you 
listen closely you’ll discover that he knows that per-
son’s brother, their sister, and their children and fam-
ily. his knowledge of people—because he connects 
with everyone—is pretty amazing.” it was this abil-
ity to connect with people that helped nelson nur-
ture and expand an athletic program that has often 
had to share fields with other local teams. his drive 
and commitment are the perfect match for Suffolk’s 
athletes—a mass of non-scholarship student ath-
letes often competing out of love of the games, and 
riding the T to games in lieu of the plush division 1 
team tour busses.
nelson knows all their stories. his ability to cite 
details is uncanny: team records, the scores of vari-
ous games he coached, the spelling of the names 
of childhood friends, the alma mater and athletic 
background of an intern. And it’s not because he 
is a statistics guy, a number cruncher, or readying 
an autobiography. coach nelson just cares enough 
to remember. 
DanMorrell is a writer & editor in the Creative Services office at 
Suffolk University.
“to this day, i consider loyalty to the institution and 
the program one of the highest characteristics one 
can bring to their responsibilities.”
Left: Coach Nelson teaching a class on the Theory and Practice of 
Athletics, exploring the history of sport from the Olympic games 
to the American sports of football, basketball, and baseball.
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TexT//TOM GEARTY imaGes//TOM GEARTY & GARY MOORE
INSPIREDbYALEGACY
over the first two weeks of 2008, Pomponi is one of a 
dozen Suffolk students and five faculty and staff mem-
bers living and working in el Sitio, a poor rural town in 
el Salvador's mountainous north, trading time at home 
between semesters for a service learning project far 
away. Their primary assignment is to complete construc-
tion of the concha Acoustica (acoustic shell), an outdoor 
stage and arena for community gatherings, before el 
Sitio's annual festival for Peace and Social Justice.
The students have another, larger purpose beyond 
digging ditches. They are following in the footsteps of 
the late massachusetts congressman Joe moakley, Jd 
'56, a Suffolk alumnus who stands at the crossroads of 
Boston and Salvadoran history. 
during the 1980s, as el Salvador was engulfed in a 
bloody civil war that would claim more than 70,000 lives, 
moakley was integral to the enactment of the temporary 
right of asylum for Salvadoran refugees fleeing the car-
nage. At the decade's end, he headed a uS commission 
that investigated the murder of six Jesuit priests in San 
Salvador in 1989. his conclusion that the military high 
command ordered the killings led to the elimination of 
American funding to el Salvador and initiated the process 
that led to peace.
LeArning beyond the CLASSroom in eL SALvAdor
iT’S hard TO wrap your brain around el Salvador. even 
Lonely Planet, which has built an empire writing guides to 
less traveled roads, seems unsure what direction to take 
with this country. “falcons and hawks fill the skies above 
fabulous food festivals and bomb craters,” the online 
guide states with awkward cheer. “friendly locals like to 
chat, diverting your gaze from the gangs and refugees 
to beautiful broad valleys.”
Suffolk junior Jeff Pomponi wasn’t quite sure why he 
decided to go to el Salvador for S.o.u.L.S. Alternative 
Winter Break. “i just wanted to go somewhere different 
because i knew over the winter break there wouldn’t be 
anything to do, and i wanted a change,” he says. “once i 
got to el Salvador, i realized i’m supposed to do this .... i 

















Downtown San Salvador, the most densely populated city in Central 
America and the first stop along the way to El Sitio for students 
spending Alternative Winter Break 2007 in El Salvador.
PHOTO COURTESY OF GARY MOORE
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Making pupusas, the national cuisine of El Salvador. A pupusa 
is a tortilla filled with beans, cheese, or meat and served with a 
cole slaw-like topping. 
PHOTO COURTESY OF TOM GEARTY
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moakley donated his papers to Suffolk at his death 
in 2001, and this year’s delegation to el Salvador is part 
of a continuing effort to keep his legacy alive through-
out the university. The trip, sponsored by Suffolk’s 
organization for uplifting Lives through Service 
(S.o.u.L.S.), builds on the success of a 2007 trip led 
by the moakley institute. each year, a representative of 
Suffolk’s moakley Archive and institute accompanies 
a faculty member and students to forge relationships 
with Salvadoran leaders and to collect oral histories 
about the congressman’s life and work.
“i think it is important for the school because 
one of the big pieces of who we are at Suffolk is 
giving back to communities—and that doesn't 
always mean your own backyard,” says trip partici-
pant Jacinda felix, the director of Suffolk's office of 
diversity Services. “And because of our connection 
with congressman moakley, it's important for us to 
keep this relationship with el Salvador. he really cared 
about Salvadorans. he fought really hard for them.”
GRAPPLINGwITHAVIOLENTPASTANDCAUTIOUSPRESENT
When their plane lands at el Salvador international 
Airport, the students think they are well prepared for 
the problems that plague the country, past and pres-
ent, but the reality is still a surprise. old european 
cities have walls around them for protection. San 
Salvador, the capital, resembles one of those cities 
turned inside out. The streets around the guest house 
are lined with high walls, razor wire, steel grates and 
grills; this city is fortified from within to protect the 
inhabitants from each other. even the ice cream 
parlor has a uniformed guard with a pump-action 
shotgun standing next to a merry-go-round.
But everyone is too busy with an intense series 
of meetings for the next three days to feel unsafe. 
The delegation meets with a Jesuit priest, the presi-
dent of a business association advocating for the 
central American free Trade Agreement (cAfTA), 
economists at a liberal think tank with an opposing 
viewpoint, former guerrillas who sing the students folk 
songs, and a panel of experts at the uS embassy. 
They sit in the chapel where Archbishop oscar 
romero was assassinated while saying mass in 1981. 
They touch their fingers to the monument inscribed 
vietnam-memorial-style with the names of the war's 
nearly 75,000 victims. marta, their guide, finds the 
name of her father; she has never been to the wall, 
and turns away, weeping. it is a whirlwind of learning 
that lasts every day from breakfast to bedtime. 
 
FEwCOMFORTS,bUTPLENTYOFCHICkENS
Three days after arriving, they depart for el Sitio, a 
town 30 miles north of San Salvador. 
half of the rural population in el Salvador, a country 
the size of massachusetts, lives below the poverty line; 
the World Bank draws this line at living on roughly $2 
per day. el Sitio fits this demographic. nearly every-
one is a campesino who returned here after the war. 
The host families are essentially subsistence farmers, 
growing enough each year to ensure their daily torti-
llas. The group splits up in pairs to stay with some of 
the 50 or so families in el Sitio. each house is sim-
ply constructed: two or three cinder block rooms and 
a corrugated metal roof that overhangs a patio with 
a concrete cistern for washing. most houses have 
a small pack of dogs and large flocks of chickens, 
ducks, turkeys, and roosters.
“We talked to the students about being comfort-
able in a different situation. This is not the uS. you're 
going to a third-world country,” says felix. “how com-
fortable are you rolling up your sleeves and sleeping 
with chickens? Because on some level that’s exactly 
what we did.”
it is hard travel. Showers are rare, so bathing is 
done from plastic buckets at a cement tub built along-
side every house. communal meals center around 
beans and tortillas, and even though the delegation eats 
with more variety than their hosts, fatigue and intestinal 
troubles have most students pining for comfort food. 
Toilets do not flush; they sit over a composting pit and 
students toss in a scoop of quick lime after each use. 
“i was kind of surprised, being somebody who is 
not afraid of the outdoors, that it actually was difficult 
to step away from a functioning toilet and [to eat] tor-
tillas and beans every day,” says Jillian rizzo, a Suffolk 
junior. “Whether or not you think you can handle it, it 
was hard to adapt to it.”
“once i got to El salvador, i realized i’m supposed to do this... 
                                                  i had a reason to be there that i didn’t know going in.”
Below Right: On the way to work the last day in El Sitio. Pictured 
clockwise from left: Francisco Peguero, Jeff Pomponi (hidden), 
Luis Castillo, Yanitza Medina, Megan Cullen, Dean Grubb, Derek 
Lomba, Kaitlyn Winegardner, Valerie Gonzalez-Crisci.
PHOTO COURTESY OF TOM GEARTY
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Students stayed with host families for a week. Long after the trip, 
they still talk about the children of El Sitio and the bonds they 
formed with them.




each day, in the bright sun and 90-degree heat, the 
students walk the half mile to the concha Acoustica 
and throw their bodies into the service project. They 
face two compelling deadlines: not only are they in el 
Salvador for just two weeks, but on the last day, thou-
sands of people will arrive at the concha to celebrate 
the festival for Peace and Social Justice.
The students split into teams to finish the arena's 
enclosing wall and to create concrete posts to hold 
new gates at the front and back entrances. it is back-
breaking work. There are few tools and no power 
equipment; rakes are made from sticks, brooms 
assembled from straw and tree branches.
Luis castillo, a junior history major, is astonished 
by Salvadoran resourcefulness. “on the whole site 
there was only one hammer—and it was a raggedy 
hammer at that—but they put it to use,” he says. “We 
dug a huge hole using limited tools. All we had was 
a bar and a shovel and a pickax. We were over there 
sweating and just working real hard to get the hole 
big enough to fit the frame for the column.”
COMINGTOGETHERATTHECONCHA
on the morning of the festival, the gates are installed as 
the last brush fires fill the arena with smoke. one section 
of wall is not yet complete, but the student crews have 
accomplished a lot. “i'm really proud of the students. i 
don't think some of them have ever done hard manual 
labor that many days in a row,” says faculty mentor and 
professor chris rodriguez of the history department. 
“They worked hard. even when their bodies gave out 
and they had health issues, their spirits kept going.”
As evening approaches, spirits are rising. 
hundreds of Salvadorans from around the country 
arrive. vendors set up tables to sell fresh fruit, french 
fries and fried plantains. There is a brisk business 
in t-shirts depicting che Guevera and revolution-
ary slogans. At the stage, the crowd presses in to 
hear local folk music, Salvadoran hip hop acts and 
even two Suffolk students—Luis castillo and Jeffrey 
Pomponi—who are invited to perform. castillo, who 
is of dominican descent and speaks fluent Spanish, 
takes the stage and tells the crowd that because of 
this trip he is now Salvo-dominicano. They love him.
“i really loved that, because i’m American and they 
see me as an American, but they also see me as a fellow 
hispanic because i speak Spanish and english,” castillo 
says. “And i think they really understood my poem ... i'm 
glad that they felt what i had to get across.”
Pomponi, a Suffolk junior and a musician, backs 
castillo by playing bluesy riffs on a guitar. “The lead 
singer of one of the acts was actually the patriarch 
of my [host] household. he just handed me a guitar. i 
didn’t even bother to see if it was tuned or not. i just 
plugged it in and walked on stage,” Pomponi says. 
“for the next hour i was on a high. my heart was rac-
ing and i just enjoyed myself.”
Soon after, fireworks fill the air—a donation from 
the Suffolk students, who took up a collection to buy 
them. it is the first time the festival has had fireworks, 
and the community leaders are pleased with the ges-
ture. They walk through the explosion's settling smoke 
and the students say good-bye to as many of their 
hosts as they can, because in the morning they return 
to San Salvador at sunrise.
THETRIPENDS,bUTITISNOTOVER
Back in Boston, the students and staff from the del-
egation are still working for their new friends in el 
Salvador. They organize a supply drive to gather 
medical and school materials to ship to el Sitio in 
may. They send money to marta, their guide, to pay 
for english lessons. And they have ambitions to cre-
ate an endowed scholarship in honor of moakley that 
will enable marta and other young Salvadorans to 
attend Suffolk from el Sitio and other communities 
close to the congressman's heart.
“you build a connection with people down there. 
marta. The families,” says francisco Peguero, a junior 
at Suffolk. “i don't want to be one of those guys who 
forms that connection but who forgets about it for 
the rest of his life.” 
ThomasGearty is a freelance writer living in Cambridge, mA.
Suffolk is committed to exposing students to this cultural learning 
experience through the S.o.U.L.S. Alternative Winter break 
program each year. See the web site for more information: http://
www.suffolk.edu/campuslife/28207.html
“... one of the big pieces of who we are at suffolk is giving back
                              to communities—and that doesn’t always mean your own backyard”
Below Left: After a friendly soccer game with their hosts, Kaitlyn 
Winegardner and Christina Seibert take a break with the cheering 
section.
Below Right: Christina Seibert hauls debris during the clean-up 
of the Concha Acoustica, “acoustic shell,” in preparation for El 
Sitio’s annual Festival for Peace and Social Justice.
PHOTOS COURTESY OF TOM GEARTY
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“ thIs PLAY wILL OPEn thE EYEs Of thE AUDIEnCE AnD 
fORCE thEM tO sEE bEYOnD thE stEREOtYPEs Of thE 
hOMELEss COMMUnItY In bOstOn wIth thE hOPE thAt 
OnE DAY wE wILL fInD A COMMOn GROUnD.” —RAChEL KELsEY
TexT//SHERRI MILES imaGes//KINDRA KLINEFF & KEN MARTIN
[38]
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Students gather for rehearsal on Boston Common. From left: 
Heather Mumford ‘05, Purnima Baldwin ‘08, Rachel Kelsey ‘08 
and friend Adam Gosselin.
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ONE by ONE, a small crowd assembled in front 
of the Parkman Pavilion on the Boston common. 
People sat on the grass, taking in the April after-
noon sun while a guitarist draped in an American 
flag strummed and strolled among them. Six girls in 
gray t-shirts and jeans, and another with a bullhorn, 
walked slowly to the ‘stage’ in front of the pavilion and 
stood in formation facing the audience. “America…
land of infinite possibility,” they chorused. “This land 
is your land, this land is my land. This land was made 
for you AND me. There are people who are lonely, 
people who are in pain, people who need a vision, 
a perspective for their lives and our world which is 
purposeful and life changing…”
The actors, students from the Suffolk university 
Theatre department, call out their lines above the city 
soundscape of sirens, barking dogs, an unexpected 
bagpipe nearby and planes overhead. And Infinity, 
the play, has begun.
“wEHAVETODOTHIS”
The vision and mission of the outdoor performance is 
drawn from a semester of community service work, a 
daily awareness of the homeless population in Bos-
ton, and a personal connection two ambitious stu-
dents, rachel kelsey ’08 and Purnima Baldwin ’08, 
have to those in homeless circumstances, and they 
have something to say about it. Theatre major seniors 
and friends, they developed the idea for Infinity to co-
produce a play about homeless and non-homeless 
people finding a common ground.
“We see homeless people every day as we walk 
through the city, but how often do we stop to think 
about their stories? As you walk down the street and 
pass a homeless man, do you just assume that they 
have done this to themselves?” asks kelsey. “There 
are reasons that go far beyond the stereotype and 
into the reality of the world we are living in. if people 
can begin to recognize these untold stories, we will 
feel we have succeeded.”
kelsey, writer of the play, first began interviewing 
homeless people during fall 2007 as part of Profes-
sor debra harkins’ community Psychology class. 
kelsey chose neighborhood Action as the site for 
her required community service, a program at the 
church of St. John the evangelist on Bowdoin Street 
in Boston that provides food, clothing, and medical 
and social services to the homeless, aging, and poor. 
helping with dinners there on monday and Thursday 
nights, kelsey gained a new perspective.
“i have always considered myself to be relatively 
open-minded, but something about meeting people 
and seeing their world did so much for me in my 
understanding of what exactly it is to be homeless. i 
was raised by social workers and priests and people 
who do outreach. This was my first experience going 
into it myself,” she says. “When i was on the streets 
afterwards—the way i looked at people was different. 
i found myself wanting to talk to people more, smile 
at people more after seeing them in the soup kitchen 
and then seeing them on the streets.”
for Baldwin, the play’s director, Infinity was the 
chance to bring a vision to life. “Since i was a fresh-
man, i wanted my last production here to be about 
homeless people,” she says. “my mom is an advo-
cate for Loaves and fishes, a soup kitchen in ithaca 
where i’m from, and i worked there a lot when i was 
a kid. on a more personal note, my brother is actually 
homeless, so it has always been in my mind. i have 
a very close connection and i want to do something 
because there are so many people who will just say 
he should get a job: ‘i can find a job, he can get a 
job.’ no, it’s so much bigger than that. it’s so much 
more complicated.”
IFYOUbUILDIT…
ron Tibbetts, executive director of neighborhood 
Action, encouraged their performance concept. 
“The second i mentioned the idea for the project at 
the end of the last semester, he was all for it,” says 
kelsey. “he was so supportive. i’ve bounced ideas 
off of him. he is very well respected within the home-
less community.”
kelsey and Baldwin visited neighborhood Action 
numerous times to meet with Tibbetts. “They really 
wanted to get some stories and understand how 
people became homeless, and how the struggle to 
get out of their current situation was going for them,” 
says Tibbetts. “We did face-to-face interviews, and 
they came over on a couple of evenings when we 
had dinners and they sat in the back room here with 
people and simply asked them questions. i tried to 
find for them as diverse a group of folks as i could, so 
they could get a good picture of what it really means 
to be homeless or living in poverty. They took all that 
information and ran with it.”
“one person, henry, gave me inspiration for the title 
of the show,” says kelsey. “he was talking about his 
addiction and the lifestyle, and he described it as the infin-
ity symbol: you would go out, and you’d just get pulled 
back in. it felt like it was never ending. you think you’re 
catching a break, and then it sucks you back in again. 
And when he said that, it opened a lot of doors for me as 
far as the creative process goes and i used references to 
the word in the show. it’s a big theme. Thanks henry!”
“We see homeless people every day as we walk through the city, 
                                                  but how often do we stop to think about their stories?
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Facing Page: Rachel Kelsey ’08, writer and 
co-producer of Infinity.
This Page: Cast members on performance day: 
(1) Meredith Mitchell ’09, (2) Alex Kardon ’11,  











kelsey and Baldwin were in new writing and 
directing territory with Infinity. “The script itself is very 
experimental,” says kelsey. “There is somewhat of a 
story line, but it’s fragmented. it examines how we 
see each other, how we don’t see each other, and 
what we don’t realize about each other when we’re 
walking down the streets every day—that there is no 
difference between us, we’re all looking to just keep 
surviving and living our lives and finding happiness 
in some way.”
All nine actors switch between homeless and 
non-homeless roles during the play. characters start 
out the same but some face a job loss and begin 
a downward cycle of losing everything. The play 
then illustrates the difference between the homeless 
characters spiraling down and getting more desper-
ate, and the other characters remaining at poverty 
level, and the widening gap between them.
one scene in particular illustrates this separa-
tion with a familiar exchange observed in the city 
on a daily basis. Some of the characters are scur-
rying to get to work, weaving around the home-
less characters who stand motionless, asking for 
money, “do you have a quarter?” “i need the quar-
ter.” “Well i need it more.” “Well you’re not listening 
to me.” “you’re a jerk because you’re not giving 
me the quarter.” “you’re a jerk because you won’t 
get a job.”
“it was very courageous to try to explore such 
a painful topic about people who’ve been marginal-
ized and vilified, who we all want to shut out of our 
lives,” says Jim kaufman, general manager of the 
Theatre department and weekly logistics adviser to 
the students during the making of the play. “it’s not 
very pleasant to think about that, to hold a mirror 
up to it and say, look, this is what’s going on and is 
there something we can do about it? in the best of 
all worlds, theatre would really make us look at those 
bigger questions again. Why are things the way they 
are? Why do they have to be this way?” 
…THEYwILLCOME
it was April 23, performance day, and the turnout was 
terrific. “i was sitting in the front row,” says kaufman. 
“i’d been there all afternoon and then i remember 
turning around and there were all these people there. 
it was really exciting.”  
The actors walked back and forth, delivering sep-
arate and nearly simultaneous lines as they switched 
roles. “There are people who are lonely.” “Do you 
have any change? I just need to get on the train.” “All 
the money is gone, nowhere to go.” Actresses on the 
pavilion pronounce the declaration of independence 
through bullhorns. “America, land of infinite possibili-
ties…” “We hold these truths to be self-evident. That 
all men are created equal…”  “We all have a path for 
life. There are different paths to take. My path could 
be your path but my path is my own path.”  “I am 
alive. I am breathing. I am walking the path that is my 
life.” And in unison, the nine voices echo, “I will get 
there. I will get there.”
Their voices join softly in “America the Beautiful.” 
“Oh beautiful, for spacious skies, for amber waves of 
grain…” “In reality I know very little,” they continue, 
bullhorns raised to the sky. “I know what is around 
me. There are problems that surpass the basic needs 
for shelter. We’re looking for a solution that may never 
come. Which voices are we listening to? How will we 
see ourselves? How will see each other? How will we 
embrace all of life, how will we decide what to love 
about ourselves, and one another, and our world?”
 The actors moved into a line formation, put the 
bullhorns down, and took a deep bow.  And Infinity, 
the play, was complete.
THESOCIALCAUSELIVESON
“i was impressed by how rachel and Purnima saw 
beyond the stereotypes that many of us have of peo-
ple who are homeless,” says kaufman. “People come 
to performance or art from different directions. i think 
for Purnima and rachel, who really have a sense of 
theatrical art, they come to it from a sense of com-
mitment for social change and as a means of explor-
ing the world. fortunately, they’re good enough so 
what they do is actually entertaining, too. it’s not just 
discreet or moralizing.”
“There are a lot of reasons why people end up 
homeless or in situations like that,” says kelsey. 
“many of the stereotypes, which have truth behind 
them, have to do with drug abuse, drug addiction, 
alcohol, and mental illness. A lot of schizophrenic 
people end up on the street, a lot of war vets, and i 
met all of those people. 
“But then you’ll meet someone who got in a 
car accident and didn’t have insurance, and it’s 
just really bad circumstances that led them to this 
place. That’s what really changed for me: seeing 
beyond the stereotypes. it really could be any-
body, any one of us. They’re very kind and intelli-
gent people who have a lot to offer, a lot of people 
realize that but there are so many who don’t. And 
that’s unfortunate, and that’s one of the goals of 
the show—to get people’s perception to change a 
little bit. Like mine did.”
“Take a look at the other side for a while,” says 
Baldwin, receiving flowers with kelsey after the show. 
“Take a look at that other person. consider who they 
are, instead of stereotyping them into who you think 
they are.” 
SherriMiles is director of communications for the College of Arts 
& Sciences at Suffolk University.
the script examines how we see each other, how we don’t see each other, and what  
           we don’t realize about each other when we’re walking down the streets every day.
Right: Purnima Baldwin ‘08, director and co-producer of Infinity.
Left Page: (1) Kelley Dooley ‘10 and Kaitlyn Flynn ‘11 in the audi-
ence, (2) sack lunches for all, prepared by the cast and crew, (3) 
Alex Kardon ‘11, (4) Purnima Baldwin and Rachel Kelsey after 
the performance.
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TExT//VAriOUS IMAGES//VAriOUSnew on the hill//SUFFOLkUNIVERSITYNEwS
fOrd hall fOrum, celebrating a century of public 
dialogue and free speech, has established a new part-
nership with the Suffolk university college of Arts & 
Sciences. The lecture series’ administrative offices in 
the John e. fenton Building are just one block from 
where the original ford hall (right) once stood.
The forum is now the nation’s oldest free public 
lecture series. it began in 1908 as a series of Sunday 
evening public meetings hosted by George W. cole-
man, a prominent Boston businessman, to provide 
the “full, free, and open discussion of all vital ques-
tions affecting human welfare.” 
Since coleman’s time, the forum has gone on to 
host discussions with the most intriguing figures in our 
nation’s modern history, including maya Angelou, Louis 
Brandeis, W.e.B. duBois, Al Gore, Garrison keillor, dr. 
martin Luther king, Jr., henry kissinger, Ayn rand, elea-
nor roosevelt, cokie roberts, and malcolm X. While 
the original ford hall no longer exists, the forum’s pub-
lic conversations have continued throughout Greater 
Boston with the support of foundations, corporations, 
academic institutions, and individuals.
Suffolk university, which also just celebrated its 
centennial, is providing the forum with the opportu-
nity to “come home” not only to Beacon hill but also 
into an academic environment that shares a similar 
spirit and history of accessible education and civic 
dialogue. “Both organizations were born in the Pro-
gressive era, and both have a commitment to free 
speech and interactive learning,” says dean ken-
neth Greenberg. “We are eager for our community 
to engage in the excitement of live, public discourse 
that is the heart of the ford hall forum events.” 
Jimmy Wales, founder of Wikipedia, is scheduled 
to kick off the forum’s fall 2008 season in Septem-
ber. future speakers include Gary hershberg, ceo 
of Stonyfield farm and author of Stirring It Up: How 
to Make Money and Save the World, and Gwen ifill, 
host of PBS’ Washington Week in Review. See the 
ford hall forum ad on page 13 for the complete sea-
son line-up.
 
For more information, visit www.fordhallforum.org or contact Alex 
minier at 617-557-2007. 
SuffOlk uNivErSiTy’S SEarCh for increased 
classroom and dormitory space has led to the modern 
Theatre, the last of three theatres on lower Washington 
Street in need of a savior. The nearby 
Paramount Theatre is currently being 
renovated by emerson college and 
the adjacent opera house reopened 
in 2004 to house Broadway touring 
productions.
Suffolk’s proposed plan for the 
space will retain the historic marble 
and sandstone façade, creating a 
ground floor performance space with 
a dormitory above that will connect 
to the new dorm at 10 West Street. 
“This is a momentous oppor-
tunity to raise Suffolk’s profile in 
the Boston theatre community by 
creating a state-of-the-art facility 
while contributing to the revital-
ization of lower Washington Street,” says Professor 
marilyn Plotkins, chair of the Theatre department. 
The modern Theatre, built as a furniture store in 
1876, became Boston’s first movie house in 1913 
and 15 years later the first theatre in the city wired for 
sound. After a brief stint screening adult films in the 
70s, an attempt to restore the space into a perform-
ing arts center eventually failed in the early 80s. The 
modern has remained vacant and 
in increasing need of repair for the 
last 20 years. 
“The project fulfills an academic 
need of the university,” says John 
nucci, vice president for external 
affairs, “and also restores an impor-
tant part of Boston’s history.”
The modern Theatre project, part 
of the university’s institutional mas-
ter Plan, has been very well received 
by the community, particularly mayor 
Thomas m. menino, whose adminis-
tration has pushed for the preserva-
tion of Boston’s historic theatres. And 
with the addition of the modern, the 
university will be halfway to its goal of 
housing 50% of its undergraduate students.  
“The modern Theatre and West Street dorm com-
plex promises to be one of the most attractive and 
exciting areas of the university and the neighbor-
hood,” says nucci.
FORD HAll FORUm cOmES HOmE
tEXt/AlEx MInIEr
THE MODERN THEATRE
AWAKENS FROm SlUmBER tEXt/AMy norA lonG
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ETHIcS mEETS  
PUBlIc POlIcY  
IN NEW mASTER’S 
PROGRAm
tEXt/SArA roMEr
arE WhiSTlE-blOWErS hErOES? Should we 
genetically enhance unborn children? is torture 
ever justified?
Questions about corporate governance and 
accountability, rapid developments in biotechnology, 
international warfare, and other controversial issues, 
are sparking public debate as they challenge our cur-
rent law and public policy. in a wide variety of fields—
in business, healthcare, biotechnology, and govern-
ment—moral and ethical dilemmas are redefining 
business as usual. Today’s public policy leaders require 
a new and expanded approach to their work.
The master of Science in ethics and Public Policy, 
a new interdisciplinary program offered by the  Phi-
losophy and Government departments of the college 
of Arts & Sciences, provides this innovative approach. 
Th i s  g round -
breaking gradu-
ate program—
the  on l y  one 
of  i ts  k ind in 
t h e  r e g i o n —
is designed to 
equip students 
with a compre-
hensive set of 
practical tools to 
critically examine the ethical underpinnings of public 
policy. With this training, both recent graduates and 
professionals more advanced in their careers will be 
prepared to guide research, development, and gover-
nance strategies at the cutting edge, and respond to 
the hot-button policy questions that follow.
“combining the academically rich philosophical 
tradition with a contemporary and practical hands-
on approach, Suffolk’s mePP program is unique in 
bringing humanistic and social scientific perspectives 
together to tackle complex questions of public pol-
icy,” says Graduate Program director nir eisikovits 
(above). The program requires the completion of 30 
credits (ten courses), including four required courses, 
five electives, and an internship or master’s thesis. With 
potential program tracks including Business ethics, 
environmental ethics, medical ethics, and Political 
Theory, students are encouraged to design their own 
course of study to reflect their intellectual and profes-
sional interests.
the program may be completed on a full-time basis during three 
semesters (fall, spring, summer), or on a part-time basis in two 
years. For more information, contact nir eisikovits, Phd, LLb, grad-
uate program director, by email to neisikov@suffolk.edu, or at 
617.994.6464.
ThE SpriNg SEmESTEr marked the opening 
of Suffolk university’s new Tv studio, known as 
“Studio 73” for its location at 73 Tremont Street 
in the rosalie Stahl building. Built in the space 
formerly occupied by a gift shop, the 660-square-
foot studio is equipped with three Panasonic hPX 
500 high-definition cameras, a full lighting grid, 
and a professional control room that provides 
broadcast journalism students hands-on experi-
ence in a professional setting. 
“We always had great production equipment 
but no studio space,” says Tv studio lab instruc-
tor Jason carter.
This semester, carter, along with journalism 
professor Shoshana madmoni-Gerber, has been 
able to use Studio 73 to produce Temple Street, 
a student-run news program that covers stories 
throughout the community. until the opening of 
the studio, this advanced broadcast journalism 
class had to convert a classroom into a tempo-
rary space to film. Students now can profession-
ally produce all the news show aspects, from 
researching to shooting and editing, before airing 
on the Boston neighborhood network. 
Aside from Temple Street, says carter, “We 
are looking to get a group of students to work on 
a news show and be behind the scenes to make 
those shows possible.” focusing directly on the 
university, these news shows will stream once a 
week to Suffolk dormitories and potentially to the 
university’s website as well. “We are hooked up 
to a verizon fiber hub so theoretically, we could 
broadcast anywhere,” says carter.
Accompanying the news show would be a 
sports segment hosted by Adam nelson, head 
basketball coach and assistant director of athlet-
ics. interested students will be able to attend free 
training seminars next semester. Also in develop-
ment is a filmed oral history of Suffolk university. 
And in April, Suffolk university and new england 
cable news (necn) formalized an agreement to 
become partners in the studio, an event kicked 
off with a live broadcast of Jim Braude, host of 
necn’s newsnight program, and mayor Thomas 
menino in the new studio. 
By next semester, the department hopes to 
develop a studio crew to provide equipment train-
ing, allowing classes, clubs, and students the 
chance to use the space. This crew will also cre-
ate new work-study positions and make the studio 
more accessible. “The goal for Studio 73,” says 
carter, “is to be a space that is reserveable for 
shoots, provides a knowledgeable crew, and per-
forms a service to the communication and Journal-
ism department and the university as a whole.”
ON THE AIR
tEXt/GrEG ClAy ADAMCzyk ’09
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faculty work: 1/Eggman, by Susan nichter, “touches on gender issues, as we might be a woman in one lifetime and a man in another,” 
2/Copper & Cobalt, by lydia Martin, awarded 2nd place for Painting in oil and Acrylic in an exhibition at the Broome Street Gallery, 
nyC. 3/whisper, by Susan nichter. “what voices do we hear that propel us or pull us toward our futures?”  4/Airwalker, by Susan 






fine Arts: 1/Rachelle Rickert. 2/Ollie 1948, by Christina watka. faded garments, stained tablecloths, doilies, old shoes, tarnished 
rings with missing jewels express the feeling of time passed. 3/scenes from the Life of freddy, by Clara wolverton. living a life of 
abstinence, the child seeks to do good in a place where no privilege is given him. 4,5/Students explore watercolor in and around 
Italy. Il Campo di Siena (left) by Haley Matzell  and the Boboli Gardens at the Pitti Palace in florence (right), by Christine lindberg. 
6/time, In Passing, by Christina watka. “A sense of theatricality in my work creates a very direct conversation between the space, 
the materials, and the individual interacting with them.”
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Graphic Design: 1/Jersey for a nEsAD team, mapping the art school in relation to the main campus, by Alex Serpis. 2/‘forever/
Memories,’ a poetry book assignment for Graphic Design III, designed by Sung lee. 3/surreal Area Rug, a `trompe l’oi’ rug, creating 
the illusion of a hole in the floor, by Alex Serpis. 4/hawaiian shirts notecards, by Sung lee—a packaging and product develop-
ment assignment for Graphic Design III. 5,6/“bed” sheets with a sleeping-in attitude, as many studio classes start at 2:30, by katie 






Interior Design: students in Professor Doug seidler’s furniture and Detailing studio class designed display furniture for the suffolk 
University book store. 1,3/Amy tufts uses early design perspectives to investigate the size, location, and quantity of furniture in her 
design. 2/Christine ferguson redesigned the front of the bookstore to create a stronger connection to the sidewalk on Cambridge 
Street, including a living room to display bookstore merchandise. 4/Amy Pagano’s presentation board shows her modular furniture 
system and the merchandise it is designed to display.
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dEar alumNi,
iT iS WiTh TrEmENdOuS pridE that i 
joined the Alumni office as the director of alumni 
relations for the college of Arts and Sciences 
this past year. The opportunity to “come home” 
to represent Suffolk university as a cAS alumna 
and partner with dean kenneth Greenberg, the 
talented faculty in the college, and dedicated 
career services and admissions directors as we 
engage alumni and share the college’s sub-
stantial growth in recent years, has been both 
personally and professionally rewarding.
This year the university’s Alumni Associa-
tion launched a campaign to support alumni 
in their personal and professional network-
ing by promoting the Alumni on-Line com-
munity and career Advisory network. What a 
marvelous opportunity to reconnect with your 
friends from the rathskellars in the cafeteria, 
the study groups in the lower levels of the 
Sawyer Library, your dorm friends from miller 
hall or 150 Tremont Street, or the friends you 
met before classes at capital coffee or after-
wards at the timeless red hat. This valuable 
online resource is also a fun, effective way to 
learn from the wisdom and experience of top 
professionals in your industry.
one of the most exciting initiatives to 
develop this year included the celebration of 
the 25th reunion during the Alumni Week-
end program in June. As the class of ’83 
reunion committee, led by Steve Skiffington 
BS’83 and class president Ann harrington 
BS’83 met to connect with lost classmates, 
they rekindled friendships and became re-
engaged in a university that had grown physi-
cally and academically. 
i have enjoyed collaborating with these 
alumni around reunion, and also meeting or 
reconnecting with alumni through programs 
such as the popular Third Thursday network-
ing nights. i encourage you to attend these 
events and invite you to tour the modern 
campus. The beautiful, new high-definition 
Tv Studio at the rosalie k. Stahl center at 
73 Tremont is a stunning addition and should 
not be missed. 
As we embrace the fall in new england, 
the Suffolk university Alumni Association will 
continue to offer social and professional pro-
gramming across the local and national Alumni 
chapters. Please continue to view the pro-
gram listings on the Alumni Association web-
site: http://www.suffolk.edu/alumni.
 i look forward to seeing you this fall. 
Laura M. Piscopo BA’02
lpiscopo@suffolk.edu 
letter from the director of alumni relations
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TExT//VAriOUS IMAGES//VAriOUSafter college//EVENTS&PROGRAMMING
ThE pOpular TradiTiONS continued this summer with the 25th Annual Suffolk night at the PoPs, pre-
game receptions followed by red Sox tickets at fenway Park, the family favorite Lowell Spinners, the much 
anticipated afternoon at Tanglewood, and a lovely cruise on the essex river. Above, alumna Paula Albanese 
BSJ’83, Jd’91, and a guest share a moment at the red Sox game in July. Below, kenneth mooney BS’77, 
mBA’80 enjoyed the Lowell Spinners with his wife christine (left, in red) and two daughters currently attending 




Third Thursday networking nights
September 18 at red Sky
october 16 at hurricane o’reilly’s
november 13* at J.A. Stats (hosted on 2nd 
Thursday due to holiday season)
_____ 
 “ Third Thursday events were helpful in build-
ing my confidence around networking.  
Suffolk had a positive impact in helping me 
secure my current job” – SumAn ShAh, mA’96
Wedded Bliss, the Marriage of art and 
ceremony (north Shore chapter)
exhibit and Afternoon Tea at the Peabody 
essex museum
Sunday, September 14, 2008 at 12:45pm
networking night at one eleven chop 
house (Worcester chapter)
Wednesday, october 1, 2008 at 6:00pm
The history of cape cod  
(cape cod chapter)
Lecture by Suffolk university history Profes-
sor, robert J. Allison, followed by a reception
Wednesday, october 15, 2008 at 2:00 pm
fiddler on the roof (Metro West chapter)
Brunch at 11:30 am at red Sky and Perfor-
mance at 2:00 pm at the norwood Theatre
Sunday, october 26, 2008   
  
James Mcneill Whistler house 
Museum (Merrimack Valley chapter)
Tour and reception
Thursday, november 6, 2008 at 6:00 pm
new england civic Ballet Performance 
of the classic nutcracker (Merrimack 
Valley chapter)
Performance
Sunday, december 14, 2008 at 2:00 pm.
     
for more alumni programming in local and national 









TalENTEd SuffOlk STudENTS, directed by Professor marilyn Plotkins, 
chair of the Theatre department, performed HAIR: The American Tribal Love-
Rock Musical, to a packed c. Walsh Theatre on a warm spring afternoon. Alumni 
attended a pre-show reception to the tunes of psychedelic 60s music and partici-
pated in a post-show panel discussion moderated by Professor Judy dushku 
of the Government department. it was a powerful discussion as alumni panel-
ists dennis Walczewski BS’70, frances “kiki” kneeland-cefalo med’74, and 
Steve Zubricki neSAd’62, recalled the turbulent era in Boston and on the Suffolk 
university campus (below).
ThE TradiTiON CONTiNuEd with alumni and friends reconnecting and 
networking together monthly at rotating Boston venues. Shown are Lance 
morganelli BA’02 (top left), and Leonard Adjetey BS’04 (top right), mSPS’07, 
both members of the young Alumni Advisory Group (yAAG). matt Grondin 
mSPS’05 (bottom left) joined hau yue (bottom right), a graduating senior, at 
a Third Thursday co-hosted by career Services.
From left:  Frances “Kiki” Kneeland-Cefalo MEd’74, Steve Zubricki NESAD’62, Dennis  
Walczewski BS’70, Professor Judy Dushku and Professor and Chair of the Theatre Depart-
ment Marilyn Plotkins.
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With his office situated just steps from the Mas-
sachusetts State House, Professor John Berg has 
an interesting perspective on the civic interaction 
that Suffolk shares with its Beacon Hill neighbor. 
“We try to encourage enthusiasm for public ser-
vice and politics,” he says. As chairman of Suffolk 
University’s Government Department, he has seen 
decades of students progress through their stud-
ies and into a life of public service. 
ALAYNA VAN TASSEL
a paSSiON fOr pOliTiCS led Alayna van 
Tassel BA’01 to the State house, where she 
interned while attending Suffolk and worked full 
time after graduating for State representative 
david Linsky, State Senator henri rauschen-
bach, and State Senator Jim marzilli. “The idea 
of getting involved and working to make a dif-
ference in the community was instilled in me at 
a young age. i pursued a career in public ser-
vice because i am passionate about, and com-
mitted to, progressive social change. Whether 
it’s improving access to homecare services for 
seniors, working for women’s access to repro-
ductive health services, or ensuring that mar-
riage equality remains legal in massachusetts, i 
know that the work i’m doing is going to impact 
someone’s life for the better.”
A commitment to civic engagement connects all Government Department students, 
alumni, and faculty. we spoke with four graduates to see where their government 
degrees and dedication to public service have taken them over the years.
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“ You have to help students achieve their goals, so their life of civic  
                                          service and desire to help continues to progress each day.”—JOHN BERG
BOB GIBBONS
afTEr fivE yEarS of manual labor directly out 
of high school, Bob Gibbons BS’78 followed his 
own path to Suffolk university. Professor John 
Berg recommended him for his first government 
job as a legislative aide to Thomas Brownell in 
1979. he continued to work as vice president 
at a private lobbying practice, “a job that pro-
vided me with a new perspective on challenges 
facing the private sector,” he says. he currently 
works as a senior vice president at massachu-
setts hospital Association, overseeing state 
and federal relations for all hospitals in massa-
chusetts. his late entrance to Suffolk university 
and adaptation to a new career are obstacles 
he believes no one can be prepared for in life, 
but “at the end of every challenge, there lies an 
opportunity.” 
THOMAS BROWNELL
aS a gOvErNmENT student in the early 60s, 
the honorable Thomas Brownell BS’63, Jd’66 
never imagined becoming a judge. Work-
ing at Purity Supreme supermarket to pay his 
way through college, he immersed himself in 
the world of politics and government. first he 
became a lawyer, then a legislator and later a 
part-time professor at Suffolk university. now 
in his current career as 1st Justice of Plymouth 
district court, he is able to reflect on the impor-
tance of his education. “continuing education 
is essential; people must never stop learning 
because the only constant in life is change.” 
retirement lies in the future for Judge Brownell, 
yet he hopes to stay active with a community 
service job or more teaching. “my father always 
said, ‘if you help one person a day, then you 
have done a lot.’”
ARTHUR BERNARD
arThur bErNard ba’80 recalls becoming a 
Senate page in 1977 and credits that experience 
with “really opening me up to a whole career of 
possibilities.” now, as a senior adviser for Gov-
ernor deval Patrick, he has devoted his career 
to public service. other prominent positions 
include serving as chief of staff for Senate Presi-
dent robert Traviglini and vice chancellor for the 
university of massachusetts Boston. he thanks 
his professors in the Government department—
John Berg, Judy dushku and Judy elmusa—
for leaving a big impression upon him through 
their teaching. “Suffolk was the right place to be 
because it gave me a chance to grow,” he says, 
“and the Government department let me feel as 
if i could do anything and was always there to 
connect me back to the school.”
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dEar fEllOW graduaTE,
ThiS SChOOl yEar is already off to a fan-
tastic start! if you have not had an opportu-
nity to participate in recent Alumni events, 
please join us. The college of Arts & Sciences 
Alumni Board has a variety of events planned 
throughout the year, and we look forward to 
seeing you. 
our Alumni Board members are goal-
driven and filled with enthusiasm. our goal is 
to provide greater opportunity for all alumni to 
strengthen ties and remain involved with the 
university. in furtherance of that goal, i would 
like to take the opportunity to introduce The 
young Alumni Advisory Group (yAAG). yAAG is 
a new addition to the Suffolk university Alumni 
Association and is geared toward alumni who 
have graduated within the last 10 years. This 
group conducts events such as career work-
shops and professional networking sessions, 
allowing recent graduates full immersion in the 
world of young professionals. 
Suffolk university Alumni Weekend, 
hosted annually in June, is another great 
opportunity to stay connected and return to 
the charming urban campus that became 
our home away from home. This past year, 
record-breaking alumni attendance occurred 
during a weekend of family programming 
designed to reconnect those celebrating a 
5th, 10th, 25th, or 50th reunion. The multi-
day celebration culminated with the spec-
tacular outstanding Alumni Awards din-
ner honoring doreen vigue BSJ’88 with the 
Achievement Award and dennis Walczewski 
BS’70 with the Service Award. 
i am privileged to be president of our 
beloved Alumni Board and continue the hard 
work of my predecessors Barbara Boehler 
BA’93, Jd’04 and Anthony diieso BA’62. 
our Board is committed to making a power-
ful impact on the Suffolk campus and playing 
a major role in the life of the university. We 
collaborate with the dean’s office, Admis-
sions, career Services, and the Alumni office 
to communicate initiatives and engage the 
Alumni Association. As an association, we 
need your participation. if you are looking for 
a way to volunteer your time, we are seek-
ing your help!
my line of communication is open to you; 
this Board is open to you. We are volunteer-
ing our time because we feel very passionate 
about this university, and we want to be part 
of shaping this fine institution. i would like to 
encourage all of you to e-mail your thoughts 
and suggestions to me. 
Lori A. Atkins BS’01, JD’04
latkins@suffolk.edu
letter from the Cas alumni board president
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mOrE ThaN 300 graduates attended Alumni Week-
end 2008, a 75% increase in attendance over last 
year. The graduates participated in a variety of events 
designed to celebrate the spirit of Suffolk university 
and its alumni.
Activities included a young Alumni networking 
night, a tour of the mildred f. Sawyer Library, the 
half-century club Luncheon, a night at Symphony 
hall for the Boston Pops, walking tours of the cam-
pus and the freedom Trail, a trip to the waterfront to 
visit the institute of contemporary Art (icA), a visit to 
fenway—“America’s most beloved ballpark,” and a 
rolling duck Tour of Boston.
nearly 50 members of the class of ’83 shared 
an evening at the Prudential Skywalk for their 25th 
reunion reception, the first time this milestone reunion 
has been added to Alumni Weekend. The outstand-
ing Alumni Awards Presentation, also held at the Sky-
walk the same evening, had close to 100 alumni on 
hand to honor their former classmates. 
alumnI Weekend
June 12-15, 2008
1. Thomas kearns BA’50, 2. Dr. Agnes Bain and 
David Bain JD’74 welcome back class President Ann 
Harrington BS’83, 3. reunion Chair Steve Skiffington 
BS’83 with wife lisa, 4. Dean Greenberg (middle) 
greeting Martin Joyce BS’58 and wife Mary Joyce, 5. 
Suffolk University Board of Trustees member Michael 
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AlUmNI SERvIcE AWARD
DEnnIS H. wAlCzEwSkI BS’70
dENNiS WalCzEWSki rECallS 
taking the mTA (metropolitan Tran-
sit Authority, precursor to today’s 
mBTA) from his house in chelsea to 
city Square in charlestown where he 
made a bus connection that would 
bring him to his classes on Beacon 
hill. in those days, virtually all Suffolk 
university students had to commute 
and nearly as many worked full or 
part-time jobs to help them pay their 
way through college. 
reared in a Polish immigrant family 
and the first person in his family to grad-
uate from college, Walczewski attended 
classes and worked at the chelsea 
ymcA after school. his family instilled in 
him a strong work ethic and an empha-
sis on education, both of which were 
supported by Suffolk’s mission.
While a student, Walczewski 
became the business manager of 
the Suffolk Journal. he remembers 
covering everything from vietnam 
War protests and peace sit-ins on 
the Boston common to the first earth day in Washington, d.c. Perhaps the first 
forensic chemist to graduate from Suffolk, Walczewski got his degree, joined the 
army and then worked for the uS department of Justice in new york city, where 
he became the first deA special agent to have a mixed background in enforce-
ment and forensic chemistry. “i was a Special Agent and my assignment was 
breaking up clandestine laboratories.”
recently Walczewski has helped Professor doris Lewis and the rest of the chem-
istry/biochemistry faculty by serving as an adviser for Suffolk’s innovative chemistry 
and business program. he takes time to mentor students and is quick to emphasize 
that “a science major needs to have a business background. So, go for an mBA or 
get your master’s because the rest of the world runs on business.” he credits Suffolk 
with supporting his can-do attitude and goal driven approach. now, as a ceo of a 
mid-sized biotech company, Woburn-based mBL international, he is able to reflect 
on winning the Alumni Service Award from the university that he is so proud to have 
attended. “you must give back to the things that helped make you successful.” 
AlUmNI AcHIEvEmENT AWARD
DorEEn I. vIGUE BSJ’87
dOrEEN (iudiCa) viguE now 
wonders how she managed to take 
a full schedule of classes while 
working three jobs during each of 
her four years at Suffolk. Whether it 
was working on campus for Suffolk 
icon Lou connelly, at a hair salon 
in faneuil hall, or as a work-study 
student for the Boston Globe, she 
now recognizes that the long hours 
and hard work actually helped pre-
pare her for the rigors of profes-
sional life. 
The daughter of second genera-
tion italian immigrants and young-
est of four children, she was the 
first person in her family to graduate 
from college. coming from a blue-
collar family in east Boston, vigue 
credits her parents and siblings with 
supporting her throughout school. “i 
have a clear memory of my mother 
making me a pot of coffee at 3 in the 
morning because i was up studying 
for a final.” 
She remembers back to her senior year of 1987, a time when Suffolk was 
strictly a commuter school with no dormitories. her daily routine was demand-
ing. She would arrive at campus early in the morning, attend classes during 
the day, work all afternoon to pay for school, then study at home throughout 
the evening. 
After graduation she felt a strong attachment to Suffolk and returned fre-
quently as a guest lecturer, then as a teaching assistant. At one point she taught 
three journalism courses in the college. As she progressed in her career, Suf-
folk proved to be a constant presence. 
now, as a vice president and director of communications for new england 
cable news, (necn), vigue attributes much of her professional success to her 
ongoing connection with Suffolk university. “i got the best journalism degree 
here at Suffolk. doors were opened for me. i was able to launch my career and 
achieve my major goal of working for the Boston Globe. Suffolk has always 
been there to support me.” 
THE oUTSTAnDInG AlUMnI AwArDS
The outstanding Alumni Awards ceremony, held during Alumni weekend at the Prudential 
Skywalk, honored four members of the alumni community for their exceptional contributions 
to Suffolk and society. Two recipients were College of Arts & Sciences alumni—the CAS Alumni 
Achievement Award was presented to Doreen I. vigue BSJ’87 and the Alumni Service Award 
was presented to Dennis walczewski BS’70.
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iT WaS a rECOgNizablE place after so many years being away from the Suffolk community.
Walking down charles Street was surreal; after 27 years of not participating in any type of school 
activity, i still felt a closeness to my five-year home, but saw a very different neighborhood—full of 
trendy shops and restaurants where urban blight used to be, surrounded by the campus that helped 
shape me into the person i happily am today.
And then i saw the red hat. i had a flashback that became a most pleasurable return to a 
positive life-shaping place.
it was a welcoming and friendly feeling when i met the alumni office staff at the door of the red 
hat and was invited in. All my old/new friends were waiting for me. The atmosphere was warm, 
cozy, comfortable and cheery. i used to have my newspaper meetings here when i was a writer 
for the Suffolk Journal, critiquing the newspaper and laughing and enjoying the company of other 
Journal staff while we talked about what we had accomplished in the issue. now, the same kind 
of easy conversation flowed in an eatery that never really changed. The food and drink added to 
the gaiety. my main course was taking in the Suffolk experience, talking to people i did not know 
but got to be closer to as we shared thoughts and feelings that ran the gamut from our daily life at 
Suffolk to what we were doing now. 
i wanted the night to last because i was getting so much out of the simple pleasures of sit-
ting around a table with good food and good people. i know the next time an invitation comes to 
attend an event that brings me back to Suffolk, i won’t hesitate. happy faces, boisterous banter, 
warm smiles and hand-shakes were my rewards as i left after an enjoyable two hours of reminisc-
ing.When Suffolk calls me again, this alumnus is going back to school for a visit. Won’t you join 
me? you won’t regret it. memories have a funny way of reappearing as reality when you visit Suf-
folk. you’ll be glad you did! 
Sincerely, 
Jon Gottlieb BSJ’81
A POST-AlUmNI WEEKEND lETTER
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parting thought//STUDENTwORk ARTIST//CHriS CAVALLerO 
A R T I S T  S T A T E M E N T
i am iNTErESTEd in creating biological and 
geological imagery, such as aerial views of different 
climates and microscopic views of organisms. i 
create opportunities for my materials—coffee, 
cream, sugar, water, and paper—to interact. i 
have control over the consistency of the coffee, 
the temperature of the room, and the way in which 
i apply the mediums to the paper, but there is 
always an element of unpredictability. The point 
at which my control over the materials ends and 
nature does the rest is what intrigues me. 
COFFEEbREAk
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